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Young W.ild West At Hard Luck Camp
'

OR, ARIETTA AND THE STREAM OF GOLD
•

By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Hard-Luck Camp.
"There it is, Et. I knew we would strike a
camp before sunset, for we have been following a
trail all day, and it is easy to tell that people have
passed this way within a few days. It's a good
two miles from here, but there it is."
"That's right, Wild. It isn't a very thriftylooking camp, though, if I am any judge. Everything looks to be in a sort of dilapidated condition."
The speakers were Young Wild West, the wellknown Boy Hero and Champion Deadshot, and his
charming, golden-haired sweetheart, Arietta Murdock. They had brought their horses to a halt at
the top of a steep cliff, and were looking down
into a valley that lay at the mouth of a wide gorge
below. A cluster of probably a dozen shanties,
with here and there another scattered about, and
a few dirty-looking tents formed the camp they
were speaking of. The rest of bis party had
alted in a hollow below, while he and his sweetheart had ridden on to the top of the hill, because
both were satisfied that they might see something
that resembled civilization. Finding that they
were correct, thev now turned in the saddle and
both called out to those below.
"Struck anything, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie,
the scout, who was one of Young Wild West's
partners, asked, as. he came riding up the slope.
"I reckon we have, Charlie. There's a mining
camp a couple of miles below. We may as well
ride right on and put up there for the night. It
don't seem to be much of a place, but I reckon it's
good enough for our purpose."
"A minin' camp, eh? Well, I had a notion that
we wouldn't find any around here yet a while. I
was figurin' on campin' right where we halted.
'!'here's water there an' plenty of grass for the
horses."
"That's all 1·ight, Charlie. A ride of a couple
of miles further won't make any difference. We'll
be able to get things here in shape and have supper on time, I think."
The rest of the party consisted of Cheyenne
Charlie's wife, Anna; Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy,
and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner; and two
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Chinamen who were .brothers, named Hop Wah
and Wing Wah, acting in the capacity of handy
man and cook. The latter were each leading a
pack-horse, which were loaded with the camping
outfit and supplies. All hands seemed to be glad
that there was a mining camp so near, and when
they reached the crest of the hill and saw it
lying below them all came to a halt again. Young
Wild West looked at his watch and, nodding to
his companions, said:
. ·
"Just half-past four. ·we'll get down there in
about fifteen minutes, I reckon. That will give
Hop and Wing plenty of chance to put up th~
tents, and then there will be nothing left to do
but fix up the supper. We'll eat at six o'clock, I
reckon. That will just about suit me, for, as
usual, I am beginning to feel quite hungry."
"Lat light, Misler Wild," piped one of the Chinamen, as he rod~ up a little closer, pulling upon
the lariat that was hitched to the bridle of the
pack-horse. "Me velly hungly, too, so be."
"Well, come on. We'll ride on down," said
Young Wild West.
But just as he started his sorrel stallion, Spitfire, forward sounds made by slowly moving hoofs
came to his ears. Some one was riding up the
hill. The boy held up bis han<f and then stopped
his horse again. Nearer, nearer came the sounds,
and presently around a bend appeared a horseman, who looked to be pretty well fagged out.
The moment the man saw our friends at a halt
he threw up his head and appeared to be very
glad.
"Hello, stranger!" Young Wild West called out,
in the cool and easy way that had helped make
him famous. "You look as though you're going
the wrong way."
"Maybe I do,, kid," the man answered, as he
came toward them at a jog. "I'm a feller what's
in the shanty hotel I asked what the name of
the place was. I was told it was named Hardluck Camp, an' that settled it for me."
"How is · that?" and the boy showed signs of
surprise.
"I'll tell you how it is, kid. I jest got down
there a few minutes ago, an' after I got a drink
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in the shanty hotel I asked what the name of the
place was. I was told it was named Hard-luck
Camp, an' that settled it for me."
Even though the man spoke in a very earnest ·
manner, there was something that seemed rather
comical about him, and our friends could not help
smiling.
"You kin laugh if you want to," the horseman
went on, shaking his head and looking very sober.
"I've been in hard luck for nigh on to three weeks,
an' jest as I was thinkin' my luck was goin' to
change I strikes a place that's got the name of
hard luck. Now, if it had been called Angel
Camp, or Good-luck Camp, my spirit would have
gone up a hundred per cent., an' you kin bet your
life that afore to-morrow night my luck would
have changed. But not in a place with any sich
name as that. I've got to go somewhere else."
"What is your name, my friend?" Wild asked.
"Joe Diggs."
· And you're a prospector, of course?"
"Yes, an' a mighty poor one. But there ain't
no1chin' strange about that. When a man gits in.
hard luck there ain't no use in tryin' very hard.
1 tell yer, kid, if my luck don't change pretty soon
l'm goin' to give up prospectin' an' look for a job
on a cattle range or !>omethin' like that. I might
be able to do the work that was wanted of me."
"You haven't much of an outfit to do any prospecting, Joe, so I don't see how you're going to
better your condition without taking a fresh start .
Now, then, you had better change your mind and .
go on down to 1Iard-luck Camp with us. Maybe
we can help you out a little. I can tell pretty
well that you're an honest sort of fellow, and that
you're discouraged. Why not try to get a :fresh
start?"
"That sounds good, kid. I like to hear you talk
that way. But say, I told you my name. Now,
who are you?"
"My name is Young Wild West."
"I heard some talk about yer at two or three
places I've stopped at. You have been makin'
things warm for bad redskins an' horse-thieves
an' sich like, ain't yer?"
"Yes, that'!! right. We generally take a hand
in such things whenever we have the chance. But
never mind about that now. The question is, are
you going to turn back and go with ·us to Hardluck Camp?"
"Yes, I sartinly will go with yer. Since you're
Young Wild West, I don't see how I could very
well refuse the invitation. Blamed if I don't feel
better already. It may be that my luck will
change by havin' met you people. 'But say!" and
he shook his head and looked at the girls, "from
what I seen of Hard-luck Camp it ain't much of
a place for ladies."
"Mr. Diggs," said Young Wild West, "I reckon
l.t will be in order for me to introduce you to my
companions."
"I'll be obliged to yer if you do," was the polite
retort, as the man nodded his head.
Our hero then went through the performance
briefly and Joe Diggs sat on his horse and shook
handB with every one in the party as they passed.
Then he turned and rode along· with the Chinamen, and in this way the little cavalcade proceeded on its way down the crooked mountain trail
and aoon reached the ·valley. As they started to

cross a short level stretch in order to reach the
coUection of. shanties and tents, two mounted men
suddenly came from behind a bluff and rode
straight for them.
"So you folks met that galoot an' got him to
come back with yer, did yer?" one of t!lem said,
he · he pointed his finger at Joe Diggs.
"That's right, my friend," Wild answered, cool- .
ly, as h.e sized the fellow up and quickly came to ·
the conclusion that he was no good. "He said he
was in hard luck, and the name of the camp dis•
gusted him, so he was going away again. But
when we talked it over with him he consented to
go on back."
"Why didn't you let him go on about his business?" spoke up the other man, rather sharply.
"I don't know. I suppose we got him to go
with us, thinking we might help him out."
"Help him out, eh? Are you in the habit of
helpin' people out in hard luck?"
"Yes, we certainly are."
"S'pose I was to tell yer that this feller has got
as much as a hundred dollars with him. Would
you think he was in hard luck then?"
"Yes, a man with a hundred dollars can be in
hard luck. He certainly looks as though he is,
anyhow. But how did you happen to know that
he has such an amount of money in his possession?"
"I was in Buster Jack's place when he come in
an' bought a drink, an' I seen the bag of money
he had."
"Oh, I understand now. You noticed that this
man had some money, and then you go and get
a friend to ride out with you and take it from
him, is that it?"
"What do yer mean by that, young feller?"
"Just exactly what I said. See here, don't you
fellows try to put up a bluff, now, for I have
sized you both up and I have come to the conclusion that you are rascals. You may as well
admit that you started out with the intention of
overtaking this man and robbing him."
"Ike, have we got to take that from a snip of
a boy?"
"Not if I know myself, Sandy," was the quick
reply. "I reckon we've got to make this kid know
his place, an' do it mighty quick."
"Bet your life we have. He don't know that
we're the Johnson brothers, an' that what we says
always goes. Accusin' us of bein' thieves, eh?
Well, that's putty rank. I reckon we'll--"
"Go right on about your business," Young Wild
West called out, interrupting tbe speaker. "We
don't want any trouble with you,· so don't think
of such a thing as trying to start it."
"Want to boy, boy?" the fellow called Sandy
asked, as he placed his hand on the butt of a
revolver.
"Yes," and, as quick .as a flash, the young
deadshot whipped out his gun and covered the
man.
Sandy relinquished his hold upon the gun right
away, and shrug-P-in)?' his shoulders, said:
"You have got the drop on me, kid. I ain't
courtin' death, though don't think I'm a bit
afraid of you. I wouldn't be afraid of you if
you was a man twice as big as I am. But even
though you're only a boy, that gun you have
got there is somewhat dangerous"
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"You l<in bet your life it's dangerous, especially
when it's in the hand of Young Wild West, the
Chrunpion Deadshot," Cheyenne Charlie spoke
up, as he putted his gun and began toying with
it. "You two galoots liad better light out mighty
quick, or there'll be need of an undertaker
around these parts."
Neither of the horsemen made a reply to this,
but turning their horses, rode back and soon
disappeared behind the rocks they had showed up
from. Young Wild West and his partners kept
on riding in that direction, but they saw nothingof them, and a couple of minutes later they came
to a halt before the lonp- shanty which the sign
over the door told was "The Bonanza."

CHAPTER II.-The

Johnson
Back.

Brothers

Come

The Bonanza, which might have pa,sserl for a
hotel a s far as the general run of the place
was concerned, looked as if it would easily blow
down if a heavy wind should come up suddenly.
One end of it was leaning badly, and the roof
ad partly caved in. Young Wild West dismountcl almost immediately, and as he did so a
shuffling of feet was heard and then a tall, lanky
man, conspicuous in a faded blue shirt, brown
trousers and heavy top-boots, came to the doer.
''Hello, strangers!" he called out, in a lazy
sort of way. "What in thunder brought you
here?"
Wild emembered the name spoken by one of
the two men they had met, so he promptly answered:
"Are you Buster Jack ? "
"I reckon I am," and the face of the man
lighted up instantly. "You ain't lookin' for me,
are yer?" he asked, almost eagerly.
"No, not in particular. But what sort of camp
is this, anyhow?"
"Can't you tell by the looks of it?" and a grin
s owed on the hotel proprietor's face.
Then, for the first time, Buster Jack appeared
to notice Joe Diggs.
"Say," he called out, pointing his finger at
him, "I thought you said you was goin' to git
· away from here as quick as possible, an' never
come back ag'in."
"That's right, 11ard, I did say that," the pros• -pector answered, shrugging his shoulders. "But
I changed my mind after I met Young Wild West
an' his two friends."
"Met who?" and Buster Jack stepped back in
the doorway and looked surprised.
"Young Wild West an' his frientls, that's what
I said. You was jest talkin' to Young Wild
West. You oughter know him, I reckon, if you
have ever heard of him afore. He's a mighty
slick-lookin' boy, an' don't you forgit it."
"You ain't lookin' for rooms or anything like
that, are yer, Young Wild West?" Buster Jack
asked, a broad grin showing on his face.
"No, I reckon not," was the quick reply. "We
don't want to run the risk of having the roof
fall in on us, so if no one has any objections,
we'll pick out a spot to put up om· tents on and
atop there." .
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"I don't believe there'll be no objection made
by any one, unless it might be the Johnson
brothers. Sometimes they take a notion to be a
little contrary, an' if they should tell yer that
you couldn't camp here I s'pos you would have
to move on to some other place."
"Well, Buster Jack, we are not afraid that the
Johnson brothers will interfere with us. We have
met them already, and I reckon if they tell us we
can't stop here we'll mighty soon convince them
that we can."
"What!" and Buster Jack looked somewhat astonished lust then. "So you met the Johnson
brothers, eh? A mighty bad pair of men they
are."
"Not so bad as they try to make out. Vfe met
them just as we got down into the valley. They
-had just starteil afte·: this fellow," nofnting to
the prospector, "with the intention of robbing
him. It seems that he showed a bag of money
while in your place here, and one of them saw
it. They wanted the money, you know. But you
can bet all you're worth they won't get it."
"Pard, you talk as though you might know
somethin' about it, but from what I've seen of
the Johnson brothers, you're mighty mistaken.
They sorter run. things here . in camp, an' more
than one feller has turned up his toes jest 'cause
he couldn't agree with 'em. There's a little cemetery out on the side of the hill over there, an'
th_ere's 3:t least as many as six men layin' there
with their toes turned up. They're all victims of
the Johnson brothers, too."
,
"Huh!" and Cheyenne Charlie laughed disdainfully. "What do you think of that, Wild?"
"Never mind, Charlie," the young deadshot answered, in his cool and · easy way. "There's no
need of getting into an argument about the Johnson brothers. They kno'f pretty well what we
think of them, and w}lat we care for them, too.
We'll just move along toward the brook over there
and pick out a spot to pitch our camp. From
what Buster Jack says, it isn't likely any one el se
will raise any objections. If the Johnson brothers
object, we'll ti·y and convince them that they are
wrong, and no doubt they'll be glad enough to
grant us permission to stay there."
"Go ahead, and I wish yer luck!" Buster Jaok
called out.
Without paying any further attention to Buster
Jack, Young Wild West started Spitfire ahead and
rode over to the brook he had noticed. It was
not more than a couple of hundred feet distant
and he quickly serected a suitable spot and dis~
mounted. The rest followed suit, all glad that
their journey for the day was ended. In less than
ten minutes the animals were all taken care of,
and the Chinamen were busr putting up the two
~ents that were occupied by the party as a sleepmg-quarters. It was not long before the two
Chinamen had everything in shape, and then
Wing Wah, the cook, promptly set at woxk gathering up some dry twigs with which to start a
fire. Hop having done all that he was supposed
to do, walked along the edge of the brook a short
distance, and then stepping upon a stone that
protruded above the trickling water, ·leaped to
the other side.
"Where are you goin', heathen?" the scout
called out, sharply.

•
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''Me gottee velly :rnuchee pain, Misler Charlie,"
was the- reply. "Me go gittee lillee dlop of tanglefoot."
"Let him go, Charlie," Wild spoke up, as he saw
the scout was about to make some oojections.
"There's no use in trying to stop him. How many
times have we tried to reform him and failed ?
Let him go. He knows what he has got to do,
and if he don't behave himself he'll get what's
coming to him."
Hop heard the words, and he grinned at the
scout, and then started at a brisk walk in the direction of the shanty saloon. - Our friends knew
it would take the cook easily an hour before he
had a decent supper prepared ~or them, for they
had heard him remark that he intended to bake
some potatoes and cook some corn-muffins. They
sat down near the bank of the stream and prepared to take things eas·y for a while. But they
watched the Chinaman as he approached the saloon, and just as he turned a corner of the buil~ing the two men they had met out upon the trail
showed up as their horses came galloping toward
the place.
"Wild," said the scout, starting to his feet, "I
reckon we had better go over there. That heathen
will sartinly git into trouble with tlJ&m two measly coyotes. They'll feel like takin' their spite out
OJ( him, an' I'm sartin of it."
"That's all right, Charlie," was the cool retort.
",lf they try to fool with Hop most likely he'll
give them a surprise. It will be time enough to
go over there and help him when he lets us know
that he is in trouble."
•
"I reckon I'll go over, anyhow, Wild," and
Charlie at once ·leaped across the brook.
"All right, then. I may as well go with you."
The Johnson brothers had dismounted by this
time, but were standing in front of the shanty,
watching Wild and Charlie as they approached.
However, they did not remain there until they got
to the i,hanty, but at once stepped inside. As
Young Wild West and the scout reached the doorway they were just in time to see 1ke, the elder
of the brothers, pointing a gun at Hop, who stood.
in the center of the room, his hands over his head.
But the gun was quickly lowe_red as the two entered, and with a hoarse laugh, Ike exclaimed:
"We'll let you go this time, heathen, but afore
many hours you'll be planted in the little cemetery
on the hillside. Hard-luck Camp ain't no place
for a heathen Chinee. Maybe there'll be some more
planted there, too."
"Allee light, Misler Bad Man," the Chinaman
retorted, quite meekly, for he knew he was safe
the moment Wild and Charlie appeared. "Me no
'flaid of lat. Me livee velly muchee long, so be.
Me vellv smartee Chinee."
"So you two fellows thought you would come
back, did you?" Wild said, looking at the pair, a
smile on his face. "I had an idea that perhaps
you would make up your minds to quit Hard-luck
Camp and locate somewhere else. Don't you know
that it isrt't a very safe place for you?"
Buster Jack, who was behind the bar, looked
rather uneasy, but when he saw that the Johnson
Brothers made no attempt to start a fight he be:ame somewhat calm.
"What kin I do for you, gents?" he asked, turning to our two friends and nodding politely.
·

"Got any cigars?" the scout asked.
"Not a one, an' I ain't had one in over a month.
There ain't no use in buyin' 'em, either, 'cause
the boys don't care much for cigars. I've got
plenty of plug tobacker on hand, though, an' I'll
be glad to sell yer each a plug."
"I'll take a plug of tobacker; then-,'' and the
scout felt in his pocket and produced half a dollar.
"Put out some whisky, Jack," Ike Johnson
called out just then. "I reckon we was in here
first, anyhow. What are you tryin' to do? You
don't think we're as good as Young Wild West
an' his pard, maybe."
"I didn't think nothin' like that, Ike," was the
quick reply. "You never said what you wanted,
an' this man did."
Then he hastened to fill the order.
"Me wantee lillee dlink of tanglefoot," Hop
Wah said, a bland smile on his yellow face. "Me
tellee you lat when me comee in."
"I reckon you did, heathen. Help yourself when
these gents git through."
"There ain't no heathen goin' to drink out of
this bottle, that's sartin," Sandy Johnson declared,
as he grabbed the bottle by the neck. "I don't
care who's here an' who's goin' to interfere.
Young Wild West insulted us a little whije ago,
an' he got the drop on us, too, but he ain't got
the drop on us now, an' you kin bet on it."
Toon, as quick as a flash, he raised a revolver
which he had taken from the holster while holding
the bottle close to his side and pointed it straight
at our hero's breast. As quick as a flash, Young
Wild West struck out with his lejt hand and sent
the gun to the floor.

CHAPTER III.-Wild and Charlie Give a Little
Entertainment.
"I reckon you have got to do a whole lot better
than that," said Young Wild West, in his cool and
easy way, as he looked at the surprised villain
and smiled. "You said you had me dead to rights,
but you didn't, after all. The next time you draw
a bead on me you had better pull the trigger right
away, for if you don't the chances are you'll fall
yourself. Now, then, you just pick up that gun
and· be quick about it!"
The boy stepped back to give Ike Johnson a
chance. Sandy, the villain's brother, was standing as though petrified. Ike's air of_triumph had
vanished as quickly as it came, and he now stood
before the young deadshot, the picture of fear and
dismay. He made no move to obey the command,
and after waiting a few seconds our hero exclaimed:
,
"Pick up that gun, I said."
Wild had a revolver in his hand now, and he
turned the muzzle threateningly toward the man
as he spoke. He stood within six feet of the
weapon, which lay' on the floor between them.
"I've got enough, Young Wild West," Ike said, '
in a ;voice that trembled slightly, and then he
slowly stooped and reached for the gun.
Crack! A sharp report rang out as his fingers
touched the weapon, and he sprang to his feet,
uttering a frightened cry. The bullet had not
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touched his fingers, ho;wever, but had simply hit
the revolver and caused it to move a foot or more,
"Why didn't you pick up your gun.?" the boy
said, calmly, while a peculiar smile played about
his lip&
· "I ain't goin' to pick it up," . and the villain
• started to back away.
"Pick it up or I'll shoot a finger from your
hand!"
After hesitating for a few seconds, Ike stepped
forward and • again stooped to pick up the revolver. He made out he was going to touch it,
but quickly jerked .his hand away.
"That won't do, Ike," the young deadshot said,
laughingly. "I'm watching you ' closely. You
can't fool me. I'm going to give you a chance to
take hold of the revolver now, so keep a tight
grip on it and put it back in your holster as
quickly as you can."
·
. The bad man looked about the room in a helpless· sort of way.· But there was no one there
who offered to assist him in .the least, so suddenly
he made a g rab for the gun and succeeded in getting it a couple of inches from the door, when
Wild again pulled the trigger of his gun. Crack!
As the report rang out the villain dropped it again
and ieaped- high in the air.
"I'm shot! I'm shot!" he cried, shaking his hand
as though he rea,ly had been hit by the bullet.
"No, you're not," our hero an ~wered, coolly.
"The bullet hit the baTrel of the revolver, p1·etty
close to your hand, that's all. You felt the shock
from it. But you are not hurt a bit. Now, then,
since you seem to be unable to pick it up yourself,
Ill do it for you."
The;,_ the young deadshot quickly picked up the
gun, ~nd stepping over to the man wh_o had been
so willing to shoot him but a short time before,
he said:
.
"Ike Johnson, I understand that you and your
brother are dangerous characters, and that you
run things here in Hard-luck Camp your own way.
Don't considei; me fresh for interfering with you,
but I felt it my duty to take the two of you down
a peg. In order to show you that I know _something about shooting, I will give a little exhibition, and you are going to help me out. You do
just as I say and you won't get hurt a bit. I
don't care if you did mean to drop me just now.
I'll forgive that, for probably you won't feel like
tryirlg it again very soon."
Just then three miners who had quit a little
earlier than usual came running into the salooh.
They had hea1·d the shot and no doubt thought
there was a scrimmage going on.
"What's goin' on in here ?" · one of them demanded, roughly, -and then he looked astonished
when he saw Ike standing in the room , the revolver in his hand, his face pale with fear.
"Evelyt hling allee light," Hop Wah spoke up,
cheerfully. "M;elican man keepee still. Young
Wild West allee samee showee somethling."
"Young Wild West!" the miner gasped, and
then his eyes turned full upon our hero, who
stood there smiling a s though it was merely a
litfle entertainment he was about" to give.
"Take it easy, my friend," the young deadshot
said, coolly. "I am simply giving the Johnson
brothers a little lesson in shooting.''
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"Ah! Found your match, have yer, Ike?" and
the miner's face broke into a grin.
The others said nothing that could be heard,
though it was evident that they were not a little
pleased at seeing Ike and Sandy under such conditions. The fact was that the two were despised
as · well as feared, and to see them in meek submission before a boy was quite enough to cheer
up the newcomers. It was not the first time Wild
had performed the trick he meant to show now.
Seeing that there was likely to be no interference, he took Ike by the · arm ani:1 placed him in
position.
"Now, then, you do as I tell you," he said, "and
don't forget to keep your finger well away from
the trigger. I am going to hit the trigger with a
bullet, and when I do your gun will go off. If
you hold it straight you will hit the mark. · If you
don't you'll miss. I want to see what kind of a
shot you are.''
"Don't do anything like that, Young Wild West,"
and the :man promptly lowered the gun.
"See here," and the boy's eyes flashed dangerously, "if you are going to show yourself a coward I'll have to shoot one of your fingers off and
have done with it.''
• "I ain't no coward."
"All rig]J.t, then. Do as I tell you."
6/Go ahead. If I miss, I miss," and the fellow
looked around as though he was resigned to whatever fate there might be in store for him.
Wild saw that he took careful aim at the picture, and then he stepped ovei· to the side of the
room and shook his gun, at the same time calling
out:
"Step aside, gentlemen. I am going to hit the
trigger of lke's ,-gun, and· the bullet may · glance
off and hit somebody. I don't want anything like
that to happen, so just keep out of the way.''
It surely was a rather dangerous thing to do,
but the boy was confident that he would not hurt
the, man who held the revolver.
"Say when you have got the picture covered,
Ike,'' he called out, sharply.
.
"I've got it now," came the rather feeble reply.
Cra-a-ck! A double report rang out, sounding
almost as though it was one, and then Cheyenne
Charlie called out:
"Hooray! The ,sneakin' coyote hit the mark
all ;right. That was what 1·c:ill a fine shot!'
Buster Ja·c.k was not sure that Ike's weapon
.had been discharged, and it was not until he
stepped over and convinced himself that it had
been that he ventured to say anything. Then he
ran over to where our hero stood, and, putting
out his hand, exclaimed:
"Shake, Young Wild West! That was ,the greatest thing I eve1· seen done in my life. I was afraid
somebody was goin' to git hurt. There's where
the bullet hit after it set Ike's gun off.''
Sure enough, the bullet had lodged in a board
that--composed part of the wall. Ike's bullet had
hit the edge of the tobacco- plug in the picture,
which showed that he really had taken very good
aim.
/
"Ike Johnson, I'll wager that you never fired a
shot like that before in your whole life," our
hero said, as he looked at the villain and smiled"That's rig-ht, Young Wild West," wa s the reply.
"That's somcthin' new to me. I don't like -slaootin'
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that way, either. You come near knockin' _the gun
out of my hand. But I was holdin' it putty tight,
though."
"Want to try it again?"
"No, no!"
.
"You would rather take a shot at me when I
wasn't looking, I suppose?"
"I won't say that I wouldn't. I ain't given to
lyin'."
"All right. I know it without you telling me.
Well the first time y°"1 get a chance you try it.
But 'be sure that you fire mighty quick, for if
you don't I'll drop you dead in your tracks. I've
only been playing with you now, but the next
time I turn a gun toward you I'll mean business."
"Ike, if you know when you're well off you'll
let him alone," Sandy spoke up.
.
"More good sense!" cried Cheyenne Charlie.
"Say, I believe you'il learn enough to know how
to behave yourself if you keep on, Sandy."
"One thing about me is that I know when I've
got enough," was the quick retort. "I ain't no
hog, if Ike is."
"Then you have got enough now, eh?"
"I reckon I have."
"There's room in that little cemetery of yours,
I s'pose, for you an' your brother?"
"Most likely there is. But we ain't. goin' to git
there very soon, so don't think that. There'! be
a lot of others to be planted afore me an' Ike
is put under."
"Want to make a bet on that?" and the scout
promptly took a big leather wallet from his hippocket.
· .
"I don't see as the1·e's any use of bettin' on it."
"Yes there is.- I'll bet you a hundred that you
an' Ike' will Q_e the first ones that's planted in that
cemetery of yours."
"In the first place I ain't got no hundred to bet,
and if I had I wouldn't put up the mdney. That's
what I call foolishness."
"Foolishness. eh? Then I niust be a fool."
Charlie was getting a little angry.
"I didn't say yer was, but if you think so maybe it's right."
''See here, you sneaking coyote! Jest you git
·down on the floor an' crawl around on your hands
an' knees."
Wild smiled and did not say a word.
"Make- out you're a horse, too, an' I'~ goin' to
let the heathen ride yer," went on the scout.
As the scout spoke· he quickly covered him with
a gun.
"Ha! ha! ha!" laughed one of the miners, and
then the rest joined in.
More men were coming in, for the shooting
had caused them to quit their work so they might
Jind out .what was going on at the Bonanza. As
some of them came in Sandy dropped upon his
hands and knees. As soon as he was upon the
floor Charlie nodded to Hop and said:
"Now then, heathen, git on his back an' look
out he don't throw yer."
"Allee light, Mister Charlie," and the misthiefloving Chinaman sprang forward and got astride
the big man.
"Gittee up!" he exclaimed, and then he gave
Sandy a slap.
•
Crack! Charlie fired and clipped a piece from
the heel of the rascal's boot. Sandv uttered a

yell and leaped forward so quickly that Hop
turned a back somersault. but landed upon h.is
feet.
•
"He's a b1,cker, Hop," the scout cried. "Git on
him ag'in. Hurry up. Do.n 't let him throw yer
like that."
.
The Chinarnan nodded, and quickly bounded for- ·•.
ward, forcing Sandy to the floor again.
"Now, then, ride him around the room. Hurry
up about it, or I'll fill his hoofs full of lead."
Sandy gave vent to an oath and then started
crawling around the room as fast as he could go.
Hop slapped him and kept calling out to urge
him on. Not until he had -made a complete circuit of the place did the villain quit. Then he
dropped flat upon his stomach and lay still.
"Evelythling allee light, Misler Charlie. Velly
rucee lide, so be," the Chinaman declared, as he
got up and stepped over to the counter.
The miners who had arrived last were delighted
as well as surprised when they saw who it was
the Chinaman had been riding about the barroom.
But the boy easily persuaded him to put away
the revolver.
"There is no need of having any trouble," he
said, with a smile. "This is Hard-luck Camp, and
I understand that the Johnson brothers have a
little cemetery on the side of the hill over there.
That don't mean that it is necessary to fill it up.
Maybe better, luck will come, and if you can get
along without shooting each other it seems to me
tj:iat things ought to take a new turn."
,"Come on, Ike, let's git out of here!" called out
Sandy, who was standing close to an open window.
As his brother started for the door he went out
of the window and ran for his horse. All hands
hastened outside after the two, and they were
jeered unmercifully by the very men who had
lived in fear of them before.

CHAPTER IV.-Some New Arrivals.
The two villains were not long in riding away,
and after that miners came in right along until
the barroom of the Bonanza was pretty well filled.
As fast as they entered Buster Jack took pains
to introduce Wild and Charlie. Every time he did
this Hop would introduce himself and make a
pollte bow. The result was that ten minutes later
there was a very jolly crowd gathered there.
"Gentlemen," our hero said, after he got a
chance to do a little talking, "I really think that
this place is rightly named. You all seem to be
in hard luck, if I can judge by your appearance.
What is the matter, anyhow? Has the gold-dust
given out"? Isn't there any more pay-dirt to be
found?"
"That's jest about the size of it, Young Wild
West," one of the miners answe1•ed, shaking his
head. "It's a case of hangin' on by the toe-nails.
Most of us is simply hopin' for somethin' to turn
up. There was a time when a man could make
as much as fifty dollars a day here, but it's got
so now that he's lucky if -he kin git enough to pay
for his grub an' liquor."
"Why don't you hit the trail for some other
place. then?"
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"That's what I'm goin' to do if I don't strike twenty-one makee ten dollee and fifty centee. Me
.
chuckee dicee with you to see who pay."
somethin' inside of two weeks."
"All right, heathen. I'm a dead game sport. I
, "Me, too," another ,spoke up, and then nearly
never backed down in aI)y kind of a game Qf
every one declared the same thing.
The young deadshot then told them how they chance. You're my meat. Jest hand the dice-box
had met Joe Diggs, the pros pector in hard luck, over. There she is right behind yer."
·
and what followed.
Hop quickly found the dice-box, and he took out
"I don't blame the f eller for wantin' to ~it the three little cubes it contained and appeared to
away," qeclared a man who bore the name of Tom examine them. But he . did not put the same ones
Haines. "But it's a mighty lucky thing that you back. He substituted three dice he had in his
oome across him, 'cause the Johnson brothers pocket for them and then after shaking them
would sartinly have took what money he had if thoroughly in the box he let them roll out upon
·
they had k etched him."
the bar.
"I would like to see somet}1.in' turn up in the
"Great ginger!" exclaimed Tom Haihes, the
way of good luck," Buster Jack said, shaking his miner. "He's chucked seventeen, boys. Two.sixes
head sadly. ''Business ain't near as good as it an' a five. Jack," and he patted the proprietor
oughter be, an' I s'pose if the boys git to leavin' on the should.er, '.'I reckon you don't git no money
Hard-luck Camp I'll have to close up my shack in that drawer of yours this trip."
·
an' Jight out, too."
"It don't look that w.iy," was the reply. "That's
"You'll be about the last one to go, I reckon," a mighty lucky throw. But there oughter be someChey€nne Charlie said, with a grin. "Jest as thing in the way of good luck in this blamed
long as there's a piece of silver or- an ounce of camp." ,
gold-dust in the camp you'll keep your place
Then J:ie reached to gathe! up the di~e. ~ut
•
·
open."
"You can't blame me for that ·kin yer?" and · Hop, acting a s though he wished to assist him,
- quie~ly seized them a~d then dumped the ones be'
Buster Jack laughed.
"Me makee lillee business now, so be," Hop longmg to the house mto tne leather cup.
The fact was, the dice Hop had used contained
chi'.r ped, a s he suddenly made a dive behihd the
bar. "Evelybody havee somethling to dlink. Me only fives and sixes. Many times had he got the
best of unsuspecting miners and cowboys with
smartee Chinee. Gottee plenty money."
The Chinaman pulled out a buckskin bag and them.. Buster -Jack rolled out the dice, but they
dumped some gold and silver coins upon the coun- only counted nine, and shakirlg his head in dis- ·
ter. There was easily three or four hundred do!- gust, he walked behind the bar and. put the dice
·
lars in the pile, and the eyes of the miners fairly · away.
"I'm a ioser, but I ~in't goin' to kick over it,"
·
_
.
glistened.
·
"I've seen the time when I've took a s much out he declared.
It was now getting toward supper-time an<l
of that old drawer for a day's work," Buster Jack
declared. "But it can't be done now. If he was Wild suggested that they go to the camp.
"Coine on, Hop," the young deadshot said, as
I don'~ know who _would stand ,,up long enough
they started for the door. "You can come back
.
ter drmk '.he stuff it would buy.
Hop smiled blandly, and scooped up the corns again after supper."
Ch 1""Allee light Misler Wild" and th 1
and put th ell!- back into ~he ba g. Then J:ie caused
e c ever
the bag t~ d1sap~ear quickly be.n eath his blouse. nee promptly' followed the~.
th
nd
They had barely got outside when they saw
en
But he quickly seized _a couple of bottles a
gathered u p a few glasses a nd placed th em on four men come riding over the trail -leading
th
burros behind them. Th~ fo1;1r horse~en, who
~.~!!iybody dlinkeel" he cried.
Buster Jack took one of the glasses and ap- were s?-rely prospectors, JUdgm~ by what they
peared very much pleased, for he thought surely .ha1 • w.i th th em, rode up and dismounted from
tha t the Chinaman was going to put enough th eir tired horses.
"What kind of a camp do you ·call this, anyc
money in the drawer to more than settle the bill.
The cr owd numbered perhaps twenty by this time, how?" one of them, who was a very rough fellow
and every man ther e was ready and willing to and almost a giant in size, demanded, as he looked
at those standing 1n front of the place. "Every_.
take a drink.
"! reckon I'll t ake a little drop to see what kind thing looks as though it's gone to rack an' ruin.
What's the matter, anyhow? Ain't there no one
of stuff it is, Wild," the scout said.
"All r ight, Charlie. You know what you want here who kin put some ginger in the .boy,s ? We've
better than I do. l'll,go without, for Buster Jack struck it rich on a ledge a few miles .back here,
has nothing here .that suits me. He hasn't eveu a an' we've come down to buy some supplies an'
wake things up. We'll start _somethin' goin' right
.
cigar to sell."
·
·
Hop saw to it that every man got just one away."
Then he jerked a big revolver from his belt and
drink. One or two of them tried to get a couple
on the round, but he was too clever for them. He began shooting it over his head, at the sa~e time,
gathered the glasses and then looking at the pro- yelling at the top of his voice. His three companions promptly joined in, and for the space of.
prietor, said:
a minute or two revolver shots rang out rapidly.
"How muchee me pay?"
"Half a dollar a drink, heathen," was the reply. This was rather unexpected and the crowd looked
"That's mighty cheap for a place like this, I at them without saying anything particularly.
"Come on inside," the big man said, still flourreckon."
" Allee sam ee twenty-one dlinkee. Fiftv timee ishing• his revolver. "I've got a few ounces of
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d\Jst here that I want to change for whisky. Everybody is welcome."
Wild nodded to Charlie and started to leave the
spot. ·
.
"Hold on, young feller," the big man said quickly. "I reckon you must have heard what I said.
I want everybody to drink, an' it's got to be
whisky, too." 1
"You'll have to excuse me, stranger," the boy
said, coolly. "I never take anything strong, and
as there is nothing else here to be bought, I won't
take anything just now."
• "You'll take straight whisky, kid. My name
is Dick Ransom, an' y.,hen I says a thing it's got
to be that way."
"Mr. Ransom, · I'm mighty sorry, but this is going to be the time when you won't have things
your way. The fact is, I woulqn't take a drink
of whisky for any one, so that means that I won't
for you. I hope you don't try to force me, for if
you do you'll make a big mistake."
"Hear the kid talk!" Ransom exclaimed, turning to the three who had come with him to the
mining camp. "Boys, you wouldn't think that any
one with sich a baby face an' sich fine hair as
he's got hangin' over his shoulders could talk that
way. Why, there's a ring to his voice, too, which
sounds jest as though there was somethjn' back
of it."
"You sneakin' coyote, you'll mighty soon find
out that there's somethin' back of it, all right!"
Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, his eyes flashing
dangerously. "You take my advice an' you'll let
that boy alone." ,
"Easy, Charlie, I reckon this is my affair. You
just keep quiet. I'll soon make Dick Ransom, as
he calls himself, understand that he has made a
mistake in trying to force me to drink whisky.
He'll be quite willing to admit his mistake, too,
before I get through with him."
"Ha! ha! ha!" and the three men with Ransom laughed heartily, as though they thought it
a very good joke, indeed.
But Ransom acted entirely different.
"Landlord," he shouted, at the top of his voice,
"just pour out a glassful of bug-juice and hand
it here. This kid is goin' to drink it or I'll know
the reason why."
·Buster Jack, the keeper of the saloon, hesitated
a moment, and then gave the ruffianly fellow a
glass of whisky.
,
"Here you are, kjd," Ransom said, holding i~
out toward Wild. "Jest swaller that down an
you'll feel a- whole lbt better. It don't say that
'cause you never took a .slrink afore you can't do
it now. I'm Dick Ransom, an' when I tells any
one to do a thing they've got ter do it."
.
Wild took a quick step back and out came Ins
revolver. It was on a line with the man's breast
in a twinkling, and though he was still holding
his gun in his right hand, Ransom was caught at
a disadvantag',e. Cheyenne Charlie was har~y a
second behind Wild. He whipped out both his revolvers and had the other three dead to rights
in a jiffy.
,
"Mr. Ransom," the young deadshot said, in his
cool and easy way, "kindly hold that glass ov~r
your head as high as you can reach. See to it
that you keep your gun pointed toward ,the floor
while you're doing- it, too.
I've got you wtiere I
,

want you, and I'm going to show you that this is
the time when you can't make any one do as you
want them. It may be the first time, but I would
be willing to wager a thousand dollars to a silver
.quarter that it won't be the last."
·
The big prospector seemed to understand right
away that he was up against it, so to speak. He _
stood stock-still in his tracks for a moment, holding the whisky tow·ard the boy and his gun pointed toward the floor. Crack! A sharp report
sounded and the glass was smashed into bits,
while the contents fell over the man who had been
holding it.
"There you are, Mr. Ransom," Young Wild
West said, with a smile. "That's the way I take
a drink of whisky. • Any time a man tries to force
me to drink, this is the way I drink it. Now,
then, if you know when you're well off you'll forget all about this and go right ahead just as. you
intended to do if I had not refused to drink with
you."
That settled the boisterous way of the big prospector. He b•ecame as meek as a lamb, but took
his drink a minute or so later and paid the bill.
. His companionF seemed quite satisfied to let the
matter drop, too, so Wild a:nd Charlie quietly
walked out of the place and made their way to
the camp, Hop following them.

CHAPTER V.-The Johnson Brothers Meet
Friends.
It happened that the four prospectors who had
just arrived at Hard-luck Camp. were anything
but honest men. True, they had struck a placer a
few miles to the south of the camp, and they had
probably gathered as much a.s two thousand dollars worth of dust before the placer gave out.
Their provisions being very low, they had set
out to find a camp where they m1ght stock up
before starting out ag~in at ,prospecting. They
had been roughing it m the mining regions for
several years, and the sort of society they mingled with had not helped to make them better
men.
Now and then they had done a little stealing
to keep them going, as Dick Ransom, their 11eader, put it. Ransom walked to the door after our
friends went out, and he watched them until they
turned behind a shanty a short distance away and
disappea,red. Then he came back and, nodding
to the proprietor, said:
"Do they belong arnund here?"
"No," was the reply. "They jest got here late
this afternoon. That boy is Young Wild West."
'"Yes, I I:ieard some one say that. But I don't
care anything about Young Wild West."
"Don't care, eh?" and Buster Jack g1'inned as
he looked at the man'.s head, which was still wet
from the whisky that had been turned upon it
when the glass was ~hattercd by Wild's b~llet.
Ransom drew forth a small buckskin bag, which
seemed to be rather heavy.
"That's full of dust," he said. "I paid cash
for the first round, but if you have got scales
here you kin weigh out enough of this stuff f01;
the next drink."
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"I kin do that all right. I've got· the scales
an' I allow jest what the gold-dust is worth."
Then, before he put out the drinks, Buster
Jack. took the bag and balanced the set of scales
he had behind the bar. He did not take the
trouble to count those present, but weighed out
enough to satisfy himself, which was no doubt
twice the amount really due him. Having taken
care of the gold-dust, he filled the order. As
luck would have it, when the four went outside
to where their horses and other animals we1·e
1n waiting the Johnson brothe1·s came walking
toward the shanty saloon.
Ike and Sandy had put away their horses and
were now ventu ring back to see what was going
• on. One of the animals that helped carry the
outfit of the prospectors was a little mule, and
it appeared to be a very stubborn one, too, for
as Ransom stepped out and gave a jerk on the
halter it turned and kicked at him savagely.
"Confound this critter!" the villain exl!laimed.
"I'll kill him yet. He's always tryin' to kick the
daylights out of me."
This caused a laugh from those who had followed along outside the shanty.
"What's the matter, stranger?'' Ike Johnson
asked as he came · walking up. "That mule is
, ·sorte1: lively, I reckon."
"Too blamed lively to suit me," w:is the reply. "Say, kin you tell me where I km find t~~
two galoots what's called the J ohn_son brothers.
"I sa1·tinly kin. Here the yare right afore you.
I'm Ike an' this is Sandy."
"Good! You can't fix up a place for u s to stop
at kin you? Maybe you have got a shanty here
th~t's got 1·oom enough in it for us all to sleep
to-night."
"If there ain't room I reckon we kin make it.
Strangers here, eh?"
•
!'Don't we look •it?u
_
"You sar tinly do. What do vo~ think of Hardluck Camp, anyho w~" a nd Ike grmned.
"Not much. I don't think a whole lot of them
what's livin' her e, either . I think if the population was thinned out a little things would go a
whole lot better. I've got at least one of 'em
marked to die."
.
•~ke " called out some one from the front of the
shanty' saloon " t her e's four men what's jest like
you an' Sandy. Make friends with 'em, an' then
start to clean out Young Wild West an' hi s
friends. We want to see the fun."
"Yau shet up," was the quick reply. "Maybe
I'll have you marked to die afore many days. I
ain't goin' to stand no nonsense from y<JU or any
one else. I reckon me an' Sandy is goin' . to boss
this camp yet a while."
"You ain't bossin' it now, though. I reckon if
there's any boss here it"'s Young Wild West."
Ike gave vent to an oath, antl then turned his
attention to the prospectors. ·
·
"So you sorter got put down a little by a kid,
too, eh?" he said, nodding to Dick Ransom.
"So:r;ter that way," was 'the admission. "What
kind of a kid do you call that .feller, anyhow?"
"He's a regular terror," spoke up Sandy. ''He's
the Champion Deadshot of the West, you know."
"Yes, I reckon h e's mighty handy with a gun.
He sa r tinly did shoot a glass of whi sky from my
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hand a little while ago when l was tryin' to make ·
him take a drink."
·
"I reckon he done worse than that to us," Sandy
declared, his eyes blazing with anger. "He made
Ike take quite a wonderful shot in there, an' his
pard made me crawl around on my hands and
knees while a blamed Chinaman rode on my
back, jest as though I was a horse."
Ransom's three pards grinned when they heard
this, for no doubt it sh'uck them a s being somewhat humorous.
Nearly all the conversation ·could be hear d
plainly by those standing before the saloon. But
the six men did not seem to care a bit. They kept
on talking, but soon lowered their voices, and in
a very few minutes it was settled that the four
prospectors were going to the shanty the Johnson
brothers occupied and stop with them for an
indefinite period.
"You fellers furni sh the grub an' we'll furni sh
the shelter," Ike Johnson declared, flO it being
agreeable all six turned and went back to the
shanty.
"Now then, boys," Tom Haines, the miner, said,
turning to the rest of the crowd, "you kin bet
there's goin' to be some lively <loin's here, between
now .an' to-morrow mornin'. I know for a f a ct
that them four fellers is jest about the same kind
as the Johnson brother is. That means th at
they'll try an' clean up things her e to-night. Of
course, they'll git after Young Wild West. But
from what I've seen of the boy it won't do 'em a
whole lot of good. If he takes a notion he'll pop
'em over jest about as fa st as they kin show up.
I reckon I'll go around to Young Wild West'"
camp an' tell him about it."
·
The others nodded, no doubt t hinkin·g thi s a
very good proposition, so Haines quickly left them
and soon reached the camp of our friends. Supper
was just about ready when he came up, and as
our hero arose and started t o meet him the miner
called out:
"Don't let me disturb you, Young Wild West. I
jest wanted to tell yer tha t them four galoot P
what was tryin' to make trouble for yer has got
in with the Johnson. brothers, an' they mean to
clean you out."
"Thank you for the information, my friend,"
Wild answe1·ed, in his cool and easy way. "I
imagined that something like that yould happen.
But don't you have the least of fear t hat they will
clean us out. They are nothing but a Jot of bluffers, anyhow, and I am not going to give them a
chance to do any shooting if I can prevent it. We
have decided to stake out a claim · to-morrow
morning, and that means that we might sta y
here for a few days. While we don't expect t o
strike it rich, we just want t o be doing sbmething
to keep us busy."
"All right. I hope you do strike it rich, 'cau se
that might change the luck of t he blamed camp."
Haines then bowed politely to the girls and
turned and went back to the Bonanza.
CHAPTER VI.-The Stream of Gold.
Contrary to the expectation s of almost every
one in Hard-luck Camp, the bad gang did not
choose to di sturb Young Wild West a:r.d hit1
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friends that night. The rascals did not show up
at the shanty saloon, either, but managed to get
one of the miners who ·was in sympathy with
them to buy them a jug of liquor. They had a big
time all to themselves at the shanty of the Johnson brothers, and seemed satisfied to wait until
the next day before they started to clean out our
friends.
H~ving' made up his mind to stake out a claim,
more for the · fun of it than &nything: else, Wild
arose shortly after daylight the morning after
the arrival at Hard-luck Camp. The boy felt as
though he would like to assist Joe Diggs in some
way. The prospector who claimed to be in such
hard luck had been silent nearly the whole evening,. and seemed to be despondent. He came out
't>f the tent when our hero aroused the two Chinamen, and after looking around at the rather
dreary scene, he shook his head sadly and said:
"I niight say it was a · fine mornin', Young Wild
West, but I don't feel very fine myself. When
are you goin'· to git away from this place, anyway?"
"Oh, we don't intend to stay here very long,
Joe," the boy answered, smilingly. "Perhaps we
can help you strike it rich here. If that happens
you won't feel like going away in a hurry."
''That's right. But I don't think it's goin' to
happen. I'll bet that inside of three months
there won't be no camp here. From what little
I've heard, nobody is dqin' much."
"Oh, some of them are scratching out considerable dust, Joe. You just stick to us and we'll help
you out. Something seems, to tell me that we are
going to do something for you, and if we fail to do
it here you can travel along v.cith u s until you find
a place where you can go ahead and make a good
living. How will that suit you?"
·
"That's an ·right. I'm much obliged to you for
sayin' it. I sartinly will go away whenever you're
1·eady to leave."
"All right. As soon as we have breakfast we 111
take a walk around. Ther e are quite a few
abandoned claims here, I believe, and very often
a fellow can strike it rich on a claim that has been
thrown aside."
"Very often, eh?"
"Yes, J have found it so."
"All right, then, I'm goin' to do jest what you
say, Young Wild West."
"Good! We'll look after the horses now, and
by that time breakfast will be nearly ready."
Hop had assisted Wing to get a fl.re kindled,
· and seeing that his services were no longer
needed, he now turned his attention to the packhorses. The animals were shifted so they could
have a fresh patch of grass to graze upon, and
then Hop strolled over to the bank of the brook.
and sat down.
"Goin' to take a wash, Hop?" Cheyenne Charlie askt!d, with a grin, as he came toward the
Chinam!ln.
"Me takee washee lillee while ago, Misler Charlie," was the reply, as he quickly got up and stood
1·ea•iy to run, for he seemed to think the scout
wa_, up to something.
"You did, eh? Well, there's a 13utty deep place
right there. I'd like to see you jump in it."
"You jumoee in, Misler Char lie."

"No, I reckon I won't. It might scare the fish."
· \Vild and the unlucky prospector now came over
and -s tood looking at the brook.
"What did you say about fish, Charlie?" ou1·
hero as ked. "Do you think there are any in this
brook?"
"There might be, Wild. But I don't see no
signs of 'em."
·
-SJ
"No fishee here, so be," Hop declared. "Maybe
two, thlee miles further up we findee some."
"We won't bother about it now, Hop," the young
deadshot said, with a smile.
"Allee light."
"Wild," said the scout, a broad grin on his face,
"I was thinkin' that it would be fun if Hop was
to jump into that deep place right over there. I
asked him to do it, but he didn't seem to feel like
it."
"Maybe you would think it more fun if you
were to throw him in, Charlie."
"Yes, I was thinkin' of that, too. But that
would be a shame, 'cause he's got so much stuff
in his pockets that it might be spoiled if it got
wet, an' that w,ouldn't 'be hardly right. But if
he would jest take that funny old coat of his off
an' lay it on the bank I'll accommodate him."
Hop now quickly wa1ked away, for he no doubt ~
feared that . the scout I)light take a notion to •,throw him into the water. It wa..s the first time
Joe Diggs had laughed since his arrival, and when
Wild saw his face wreathed in smiles he nodded
·and said:
"You're coming around all right, Joe. I reckon
you'll be smiling more than ever . before the day
is over."
"What makes you think so?" the- man asked,
eagerly.
"I don't know exactly why, but something seems
to tell me that we are going to strike it rich right
here in Hard-luck Comp."
"I don't know about that," and the prospector
shook his head ai;i.d once !fiOre a gloommy expression showed upon his :face.
They were called to breakfast by the cook a little later, and as soon as the meal was over with
Wild nodded to Diggs and said:
"Now, Joe, just bring along a pan and your
pick and shovel, and we'll see what we can do.
We'll follow the brook up to the top of the slope
over there."
"I'm sartinly willin' to try," was the reply, and
in a very few minutes he was Teady.
"Come on;everybody," the young deadshot said,
waving hi s hands to those standing about. "I
reckon the two Chinamen can take care of the
camp. If those two men take a notion to come up
h ere and start trouble we won't be so far away
but what we can get here in time to stop it.''
The girls seemed pleased at the prospect of
making a search for pay-dirt. They all started
alonP-, Wild and the prospector walking ahead.
They walked around to the foot of a rather steep
cliff, and were looking for art· easy way to get
to the ton, when suddenly they heard sounds near
the top of the cliff. that told them that a horse or
some other animal was approaching. All turned
their eyes in the direction the sounds came from
and the next minute they saw a mule treading
along with a load 1.mon its back.
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"Looks like the critter what come with them
fc.ur prospectors, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie observed, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"That's right, Charlie. Maybe the mule does
belong to them. Can it be that they have started
to leave the camp so soon?"
Just then two men suddenly appeared, shouting and yelling as though they were very anxious
to catch the mule. It took but a glance for our
friends to recognize them as the two J ohnsons.
"What are those fellows trying to do, anyhow,
wonder?" Wild said, a frown showing on his
forehead. "That mule isn't running away. They
could easily catch it if they wanted to."
"He's runnin' away now, though, I reckon!"
the scout exclaimed, as one of the villains hurled
a stone and hit the mule and caused it to kick
up its heels and then leap forward.
"I see," the young deadshot said. "The rascals
are trying to make it run away. Maybe they
have stolen it from the four they made friends
with and went to get it somewhere so- they can
go through the pack and take what they want. I
reckon we had better get up there and try to
catch the mule."
The boy at once started up the rather steep
a scent, the :rest following him. It was lucky that
they found su,ch an easy way to get to the top,
as will be shown later on. The girls had no
difficulty in reaching the top of the ledge, and
just then the mule came around at a full gallop,
snorting and whisking its tail a s though showing
defiance at the two who had started it to run
away. Our friend s hurried on to get higher
up, and then the mule, which was nearly a hundred yards away, was lost to view for a moment.
But it suddenly appeared again, and acted
very much· as though something was causing it to
move at a lively -gait. A couple of seconds later
something happened that was entirely unexpected
by our friend s. As the runaway mule reached a
sharp tum it stumbled and rolled from the ledge,
sending part of the load down upon the rocks
ahead of it. Bang! A terriflc explosion rang
out.
"Dynamite!" Wild exclaimed.
"Gold! gold! " Arietta cried, excitedly. "A
shower of gold, Wild. Look! "
She pointed to the side of the narrow rift in
the almost solid rock near them and, sure enough,
a quantity ol yellowish dust was pouring from
an opening that had been caused by the explosion.
"Great gimlets !" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
as he leaped forward. "What will happen next,
I wonder? If that ain't gold-dust there never
was any. The poor old mule got blowed to pieces,
but the dynamite, or whatever it was that exploded, sartinly busted things up down there. An'
ther e's gold con:iin' out of a crack in the rock,
too."
Wild said nothing for the snace of a full
minute. What puzzled him was that the explosion
hould take place. He knew tjiat a sticlc of dynamite or a small can of nitro-glycerine must
have fallen from the animal's back as it stumbled,
or that it may have been thrown down by some
man not visible to them. But why should they
do such a thing? That was the puzzling part of
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"Et," said he, turning to his sweetheart, "you
go down and take charge of the stream of gold.
It has about run out now, but the dust is down
there somewhere, so look after it. I reckon you
are the one to do it, for you were the first to
notice it. I am going to try to find out what
this thing was done for."
"I'm goin' with you, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie
exclaimed, his eyes flashing. "Jim an' Joe Diggs
kin go down there with the gals. It sorter
strikes me that them sneakin' coyotes was tryin'
to blow us up, an' that they started the mule
around here for that purpose."
"Probably so, Charlie, but I can't quite understand how they intended to do it. I am sure it
was an accident when the mull sliuped and fell
from the ledge. But come on. I am more interested in settling this question than I am about
the gold-dust."
The boy ran up the rocks and was soon upon
the ledge. He had a lariat with him when he
made the ascent, for experience had taught him
that it was always a good idea to have one handy.
Just before the explosion happened his idea wRs
to lasso the mule as it came along. But there
had been no chance for such a thing as that, so
he coiled the rope as he ran forward, and when
he had done so he drew a revolver and hastened
for the turn the animal had appeared around
just before going to its death. The boy was
treading lil!'htlv, for he did not want to let those
he knew must be lurking somewhere near hear
him coming.
Cheyenne Charlie followed in the same mannel',
and reaching the tum they came down to a walk
and then stepped cautiously around it. Crouching a short distance away they not only saw the
Johnson brothers but the four villains who had
joined forces with them. They were all acting as
though they did not know exactly what to do, but
the moment they saw the two appear they sprang
to their feet and made ready to fight. But they
were not quick enoug-h, for the young deadshot
and the scout had them covered in a twinkling.
"Hands up, you scoundrels!" Young Wild West
called out, in a ringing voice. "We've got you
dead to rights, and the first man who shows fight
will die!"
"Hold on there, Ybti.ng Wild West!" Ike Johnson called out, quickly. "We ain't doin' nothin'.
We was tryin' to ketch the m~e, that's all.
These friends of mine an' Sandy s was loadin'
up to strike out, an' the blamed mule started off
jest after they got him fixed up. We ain't goin'
to bother you, an' you oughter know it. If we
had wanted to do anything like that we would
have done it last night."
"Is that so, Ike?" the boy asked, in his cool
and easy way, while a peculiar smile showed in
his face. "You just step over here; I want to
talk to you a bit."
· All six of them had their hands over their
heads, and Ike came forward, keeping his up.
He walked rather slowly, and acted very much a.,
though he did not half like it.
"Stop right there," Wild said, as he stepped
up and nushed the muzzle of his revolver against
the villains' breast. "Now, then, I· want to know
who exploded the dynamite.-

.
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claim the gold-dust that was opened up by the
"There was a stick of it on the mule's back."
"There was, eh? That's a rather peculiar nlace accident. I reckon if you know when you're well
off you'll light out from here as quickly as posto ,...,,t dynamite, I should think."
"The feller named Dick Ransom put it there." sible. I am going to give you all just twenty
"Oh, you mean that ,very bad man, eh ? What minutes to ~get away from Hard-luck Camp. · If
you haven't gone in that time we'll start in shootdid he put it there for?"
"He was showin' it to me whife the mule was ing and clean you up. Now, then, you have heard
bein' loaded, an' he laid it there, an' afore we what I have got to say."
"Go ahead an' clean us up now, if you want to. •
knowed it the blamed critter started away at a
You have got us dead to ·rights."
run."
As the villain said this he . suddenly stepped
"Started on a run, . eh?"
"Yes, it was a pesky critter, anyhow, an' it's behind a jutting piece of rock and was lost to
view.
a good thing it got blowed to pieces."
"Come on. boys," Wild and Charlie heard him
"See here, Ike. I happened to see the mule
were less than an eighth of a mile away when shout, and then two of the others sµddenly jumpcoming along the ledge at a slow walk. We ed behind the rock and disappeared also.
Ike started to move back, too, but Wild stop-.
I saw it, too. We also noticed that you and your
brother were throwing stones to start the anirp.al ped him.
"I reckon you are going to stay right here
going. Now please exnlain that."
Ike looked arounrl at those behind hirri and until I tell you to go," the boy said, firmly.
"An' I reckon I ain't," was the quick reply, and
hesitated. Then he shook his head and said:
. "I d,;m't know nothin' about that. I reckon the villain stepped back and struck the boy's
arm, no doubt intending to knock the revolver
you must be mistaken, Young Wild West."
"Now, see here, Ike," and the boy gave him from his hand.
He failed in doing it, however, for the weapon
a poke in the stomach with hi s revolver, "if you
dr,n't tell me the truth I am going to let a streak was discharg-ed and the bullet hit the ground a
of daylight through you. I told you yesterday short distance away. The report had scarcely
that the next time I turned a revolver ·upon you sounded when Cheyenne Charlie fired into the
I was going to shoot you dead. But I don't want gang, which was now fleeing for cover. Two
to do that unless I have to. Now, then, what or three answering shots came, and then Ike
was that mule started along the ledge for, and managed to get away. Wild could easily have
wh v did you put a stick of dynamite on its shot him, but he did not want to do so.
The scout had dropped one of the men, and
back so it might fall off easily?"
"I can't tell yer anything more than what I've he thought that a little too much, since he did
said. It was an accident, an' a blamed funny not believe in shooting even scoundrels, if there
was a way to get out of it. Three or four more
one. too, it seems."
"Yes, it was a rather funny accident. But let shots were fired, and then the two were forced
mP, tell you that it was a lucky one for us. to get around the ledge, for the bullets came
When that dynamite exploded it blew a portion of dangerously close to them.
"Too bad, Charlie," the young deadshot said,
the cliff aside and opened up a vein of gold-dust.
It ran right out in a stream, and we are going- shaking his head. "I reckon we were a little
to take possession of it and get all there is to too easv with them. There must be a cave back
be found. This may be Hard-hick Camp, but it's there and probably-they were waiting all the time
good ·luck for us right now. In one way. we are for the chance to dodge back into it. They have
very mttch obliged to you for putting that stick got the best of us, but, just the same, Arietta
of dynamite on the mule's back. But let me tell - found a stream of gold."
rnu. Ike, I think I know just why this was done."
"It wasn't done for nothin'. It was an accident, I tell yer," the man declared, while he looked
in amazement at the boy.
CHAPTER VII.-The Villains Have A Visitor At
the Shanty.
"Yes, it was done. for something. No doubt
) ' OU fellows s~w us coming this way and you
thought you would start the mule toward us,
Young Wild West had made no mistake when
hoping that the dynamite would fall off and blow he guessed that the pack-mule had been sent
us to nieces."
forward with the dynamite on its back for the
"You have got it wrong, Young Wild West," purpose of destroying the party. Dick Ransom
JYck Ransom called out. "I put the dynamite on was a very shrewd villain, and it was he who
t he mule's back, expectin' that you folks would had conceived the idea. It happened that the
kPtch the animal. Then I was goin' to shoot an' shanty belonging to the Johnson brothers was
ex plode the dynamite an' blow you all up. That not more than a quarter of a mile from the spot
part of it is right. But I didn't think the blamed where the explosion occurred. The villains had
mule would stumble an' fall over the cliff. If risen rather early that morning, and through
,, hat you jest said is true, an' there's a vein an opening in the foliage they had been able to
d gold-dust down there, it belongs to us, 'cause see everything that was going on at the camp
it was our dynamite what blowed it down."
of Young Wild West. When they saw them get"Say, you sneaking coyote!" our hero exclaim- tinp- ready to leave the camp on foot, Ransom
ed, flashing a glance at him that should have conceived the idea of fixing up the pack-mule so
silenced him completely, "you have got a mighty he might fire a shot and kill all hands.
big nerve, I should say. After admitting that
ThP, bi_g- na~k-saddlP c , nt::i 'nrrl n" thi r g of vah•P,
you put up a job to kill us all }'Ou now wa t to ar,J the l1 :i,,,;i,a;te was µla.:1::J in it, two or th1·ee
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"Well, if we .done that a whole lot of people
sticks-being loosely tied . Really, a bullet hitting
the saddle almost anywhere would cause the might git killed."
"Most likely they would."
dangerous stuff to explode instantly. Of course,
"We couldn't help it if they did git killed, then.
the rest of the villains fell in with the plan,
though to some of them it seemed to be a ;rather could we? We wouldn't intend to kill 'em. We
peculiar way of doing business. They assisted would jest want to stop the train so we could!
· ,._ in getting: the mule ready. and then waiting- until git hold of the treasure-box. Pshaw! There
they saw that our friends were going around ain't no use in talking about sich things as that.
toward the · ledge, they started the animal off, Anyhow, the mule stumbled an' fell off the cliff'
using whips to make it run away. But the mule afore he got to Young· Wild West an' his crowd,,
refused to do this at fast and walked along until an' no one was hurt but . the mule."
• This seemed satisfactory to· Sandy, so he
at length Ike and Sandy Johnson were forced
·
to run aftel' it and hurl stones to start the runa- changed the subject and said:
"Well, let's see about that gold Young Wildl
way.
How well they succeeded has already been told. vVest was talkin' about. How are we .e:oin' te
Anyhow, Dick Ransom, standing close to the find out whether he told the truth or not?"
, "By spyin' on 'em," Ransom answered, quickly.
mouth of the cave, which was concealed by a big
rock, could not help letting Young Wild West "You know as well as I do that we don't have ta;
know the full truth of the matter. He certainly go out of this cave the same way we come int•
would never have said what he did if he had it. All's we've got to do is to go back an' climl,
not been certain of making his escape. • Once he through a hole. It ain't likely that Young Wild!
was in the .eave he waited until the rest came, West an' his pards would venture in here to look:
and then, after the few shots had been fired, for us, 'cause they would know well that we:
might be hidin' here an' could shoot at 'em iih
he shook his head and said:
"It's too bad I've lost one of my pards. He's the dark. Let's go on through ·an' git outside.
lyin' out there as dead as a mackerel, that's We kin git higher up, an' then move around .sc
sartin. But I'm mighty glad they didn't shoot we kin look down an' see what they're doin' back.
.
anv more of us. They had a good -chance, too. there."
This suggestion was taken up right away.
But it ain't Young Wild West's way to drop folks
unless he's e:ot to. I've heard enough about him The five villains hurried along through the dark,
·
r.arrow- cave, and soon came to an opening at thi
to know that."
"Yes. that's what I told yer," Sandy spoke up. other end through which the li~ht streamecL
"Three or four of the boys told me .that last None of them said anything more about the ma1.
who had been shot, but all crept out of tht:
.
night before we met you."
"They don't dare to foller us in here, that's hole an_d ~hen bl~an working their way up the
sartin," Ike Johnson spoke up. "Maybe Young mountams1de. They wer~ forced to do considerWild West don't feel like killin' us, but I sartinly able climbing before they got to a place whert
feel like killin' him, an' I'm goin' ter do it, too. they. could travel easier. Ransom was the onlp
What oo vou think about this stream of gol<l one 11:1 the cave who possessed .a rifle, and hf
the exolosion caused, accordin' to what the kid held it_ as though he expected he might have.
to use it at any moment.
said?"
he cauti_oned, as he,
"I think he was ly'i:p.' about it," ·one of tl1e · ·"Be mighty careful, boys,"
led the way along. "When we git a little furtha
prospectors spoke up.
up we oug-hter be able to look almost r;traigrm
"I don't," declared Dick Ransom. "Stranger down at the place where the mule went over th£
bust
things than that happens. A blast will
cliff. It's ilown there somewhere that the resi
rocks up ·any old fashion, an' if there's any of Young Wild West's gang must be. It ain ,
gold layin' around it's bound to b,e e.xposed that likely the kid an' the other feller has gone bacl
way. But it's jest as l told the kid; if there's there yet. They're waitin' around for· us to co~
any gold been found on accou t of that dynamite • out of that cave."
explodin' it belongs to us."
They went on for about a couple of hundreil
"It sa1·tinly- does," Sandy ·declared.
·yards, and then, sure enough, they came to ,
from
"But the thing to do is to git it away
point through which they could look down ani
'em," his brother observed, _with a sh:r:ug of see partly what was going on below: But it was
the shoulders. "I don't like this fightin' against· really not much· they saw, for they did not haw
women folks. I was worryin' a whole lot when time t_o look. A rifle cracked from bel.ow, an'1
I seen that mule goin' along tp.e ledge. I knowed a portion of the brim of Dick Ransom's hat was:
what. you intended to do, Ransom, an' it struck torn off by a bullet.
me that it would be a horrible thing for them
"Ah!" the villain ex.claimed, as he quickly g<f
three gals to git blowed to pieces."
back out of sight. "That shot was meant fCll!:
"That's tall right. If they didn't want to git me, I reckon. Mighty -lucky the bullet didn'!t.
blowed to pieces what did they come there for? come an inch or two lower do· n. I would have"
Of course, I wasn't meanin' to hurt them any. got it right beween the eyes. It won't do to SPZ
I wanted to git Young Wild West an' his pards. on 'em from here, boys. They're watchin' w
·
·
You don't stop to think that things J-ias got to too sharp."
be done which ain't very pleasant. S'pose we
"Dick," spoke up one of the prospectors, "it w.il:l.
was after a treasure-box on a railroad train. We a gal whr~ firec1 that shot. I happened ter sei
·
would ha,ve to wreck the train to make it stop, her jest as she done it."
wouldn't we?"
"A gal, eh? Well, that~ putty ·good."
"I s'pose so."
"Young Wild West's 1ral. mosst. likPlv.'' ~,..,.,,.
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observed, as he took care to keep well back out
of sight of those below.
There was a short silence then, during which
the men looked at each other as though waiting ·
for a suggestion to be made. Finding that no
one was likely to do this, Dick Ransom shrugged
his shoulders and observed:
"Well, boys, I reckon we can't do nothin' up
here. S'pose we go on back to the shanty an'
then we'll talk it over an' see what's to be done.
I've got a notion of goin' around to Young Wild
West's camp while there ain't no one there an'
takin' possession of everything we find that's of
any value. That will be one way of gittin' square
with 'em, I reckon."
"A mighty good way, too!" exclaimed Ike Johnson. "Let's do that, boys. It ain't likely any
of the men in Hard-luck Camp will interfere
with us. They're all a whole lot afraid of me an'
Sandy. They ain't nobody around to help 'em
out."
They all seemed to be pleased at the suggestion Ransom had made, so they promptly started
back and continu,ed on down the slope until they
reached the Johnson brothers' shanty. Their
horses were tied near this, and were contentedly
nibbling away at what they could find in the way
of vegetation that was fit to eat.- Probably half
an hour had elapsed' since the explosion occurred,
and the villains strode into the shanty, never
expecting to find any one there. But what was
their surprise when they had all entered to see
a Chinaman crawl from under a rickety table
that stood in a corner and stand before them,
bowing and smiling. It was Hop Wah, Young
Wild West's clever Chinee, as might be supposed.
Instead of remaining at the camp with his brother, Hop had been struck with the idea of going
out to spy upon the enemies he kr.ew the young
deadshot and his partners had made.
He inquired of one of the miners as to where
the Johnson brothers held forth, and it happened
that he got there only to find no one inside.
The horses were there, of course, and he knew
the villains must be somewhere near at hand.
But he soon convinced himself that they had gone
away somewhere, so he ventured inside the shanty.
Hop had no other reason for going there just
then than to play a tric~ on the villains. But
before he could decide just what to do in thisline he heard footsteps, and peering from a little
window, saw the five villains hurriedly approaching. Knowing it would not be a good plan to
run out and try to get away, he decided to put
on a bold fro nt, so he got under the table, and
when the villains came in he promptly showed
himself, hoping to be able to bluff them sufficiently to make his escape.
"Velly nicee morning, so be," he said, blandly,
as he again bowed to the surprised men.
"You think so, eh heathen ?" Dick Rans.om answered, angrily. " hat in thunder are you doin'
here, anyhow?"
.
"Me takee lillee walk and me findee no one
home, so me comee in, so be. Me velly smartee
Chinee. Me velly goodee Chinee, too. Me likee
Melican men."
'·Say, Ransom/' spoke up Ike Johnson, turning
s1arply to the man who had become leader of

the gang, "that heathen is with Young Wild
West's crowd. I'll bet he was sent here by the.
kid to spy on us. Let's put an end to him an·
have done with it."
"Oh, we'll fix him all right, don't worry about
that," was the quick reply. "This shanty belong-:
to you an' Sandy, an' even if the heathen didn't
come here to spy on us he ain't got no business
here, anyhow. Most likely he come to try an'
steal somethin'."
"Me no stealee, so be," Hop spoke up, making
out that he was very much frightened.
The fact was, he was a little anxious just now,
but he was thinking hard and getting ready to
do something that would surprise the villains
and enable him to get away.
"The first thing I'll do is to cut off his pigtail," Dick Ransom exclaimed, laughing in a
fiendish way, as he drew a knife from his belt.
"No cuttee off pigeetail, so be," Hop exclaimed,
starting back to the corner of the room.
There was no chance for him to run to the
door and get outside, so he got as far away
from them as he could. About the best thing he
could think of doing was to set off a firecracker
and then run for it under cover of the smoke.
It was an old trick he had practiced many times,
but it always stood him in good stead. He
happened to have some with him, and slipping
his liand under his coat unseen by any of them,
he drew a cracker from it and held it concealed
in his hand. Then with the other hand he found
a match and quickly struck it.
"What are you doin' ?" snapped Sandy, sharplv.
"Think you're goin' to set the shanty on fire?"
"Me wantee smokee, so be," Hop declared.
."You'll smoke e!lough afore w.e git through
with you. Go on, Dick, an' cut off his pigtail."
At that moment · Hop touched the cracker fu se
to the lighted match. The instant he heard the
hiss which told him it had been lighted he threw
down the match and, shaking his head, said:
"Me no smokee now, so be."
Then he tossed the cracker directly at the feet
of Ransom. who had paused, knife in hand, before
making a reach for his victim. It was a short
fuse the cracker had, and it had no sooner. struck
the floor when it exploded with a loud report.
But the best part of Hop's crackers was that
they contained some sort of chemical that made
a dense smoke. Almost immediately the shanty
was filled with smoke, and those inside it began
to cough as they rl}n about wildly.
Hop knew where the door was,' and he bounded
for it, like a shot, colliding with one of the
villains as he did so. But he easily threw the
man aside and with another leap he was out
of the shanty.
"Hip hi, hoolay !" he yelled, and then he darted
around among some rocks and ran down the hill
as fast as he could. Satisfied that the men could
not catch him, he kept on running. He knew if
they stopped long enough to get their horses l:~
would have such a start that he could easily
reach the camp. When he was about a hundred
yards from it he looked back and saw them
coming. But they were not hurrying a great
deal, and the clever Chinee now felt quite secure.
The majority <if the miners had not yet gone
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to their work, and most of them were ~athered
either inside the sh anty saloon or about it. When
they saw the heathen running swif tl y toward
them the v looked at h'•n in surprise.
"What's the matter, Hop?" one of them called
out, for the man remembered the Chinaman·s
name.
"Um bad Melican men allee samee wantee cuttee off poor Chinee's pip-eetail," Hop declared,
acting a;; though he was nearly frightened out
of his wits.
"One of the J olmson brothers, I s'pose?"
"Lat light," Hop answered, for it made no
difference to him who it was just then .
He continued running until he 1·eached the
camp, and finding his brother just putting the
finishing touches· to the cups and plates t hat had
been used for breakfast, he called out, sharply :
.tGittee leddy, my blother ! We gotte fightee
velly muchee quickee. Um bad Melican men .
comee here!"
CHAPTER VIII.-The Villains Prove To Be
Elusive.

Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie were
very cautious about -approaching the spot where
the villains had disappeared. But they crept to
it and quickly found it was the entrance to a
cave. Thinking that the gang would surely lie
inside and wait for them to come in, the young
deadshot made up his ·mind not to do so.
"Charlie," said he; in a low whisper, . a s he
i1odded to the scout, "I'll stay here a few minutes
and keep a watch and see to it that the scoundrels
don't d.1re to come out. You can run back and
find out what the stream of gold amounted to.
If everything is all right there, fetch Jim back
with you and we'll soon find a way to clean
up this gang. We want to take them alive
if we can. It's too bad you had to shoot one
of them."
"That's all right, Wild. If I hadn't shot him
.__ I s'pose he would have got me, 'cause he had
fired one shot at me an' I heard the bullet pass
putty close to my left ear. I dropped him in selfdefense."
"All right. He's lying over there and will
never cause any further trouble in this world.
You go on now, and I'll stay here and keep a
watch."
_
The scout gave a nod and quickl y started off.
Feeling certain that no one would interfere with
him since he firmly believed the villains had
sought refuge in the cave, he hurried alon·g and
was not long in reaching the • rock wl1ere the
mule had tumbled from the ledge. He looked
down a short distance and saw Jim, the girls
and Joe Diggs very busy scooping up the golddust, which had tumbled from the spot into a
stream on the level ground below.
"Hello!" Charlie called out. "Is everything all
right down there?"
"Everything is fine, you kin bet," the prospecpector answered, joyfully. "There ain't no more
hard luck for me, that's sartin. The boy an'
the gals says I'm goin' to have my share of this
stuff. Jest look at it! There's tonf> of it here,
an' it's mighty close to bein' pu1·e stuff, too.
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I'll bet it'll turn out ten dollars to the pound.
What do you think of that, Cheyenne Cr..arte ?"
''Maybe not quite so good as that," was the
r·eply. "I'll jest cnme down there .an· take a
look."
·
Down scrambled the scout, and as he l001:ed at
the result of the dynamite explosion he shrugged
his shoulders and exclaimed:
"Great gimlets! Who would have thou1;ht of
sich a thing? Where's the blamed . mule, anyhow?"
"Down there, Charlie," Jim Dart answered,
pointing a little below them. "The poor animal
was literally blown to pieces."
"Well, it never knowed what strnck it, so that's
a good thing. If it hadn't been for the dynamite
exolodin' the mule wouldn't have been killed
right awa y. maybe, an' then it would have clone
some su fferin'. But it was a good thinµ th 11t
it happened now, 'cause if the dynamite hadn't
went off like that it would have been Hard-luck
Camp yet. Now, I reckon we'll change the name
an' call it Good-luck Camp."
It was one of the peculi_a r sort of pockets
that are occasionally discovered .in the g-old regions. The rock was quite hollow inside, and
close to the top there was a tiny gully that
looked as though it might have been the outlet
of a w.ater-couxse at some time in the past. No
doubt the dust had been washed down into the
pocket for years, and finally the water-course ha<l
become changed, leaving 1t to remain there only
to be discovered by a mere. acci?ent.
/
There was not so very much of it, though. Perhaps a couple of nail kegs would have held the
entire -quantity. But .as Charlie sifte 1 some of
it through his fingers he came to the conclusion
that the prospector had not over-estimated it
when he said it would turn out ten dollars to the
l)ound .
"Charlie," said Arietta, showing considerable
'))ride and satisfaction, "I believe I was the first
t0 see the stream of gold as it came rolling from
the hole in the rock. I've taken it upon myself
to divide it into seven parts. Mr. Diggs at
first declared that none of it belonged to him,
but I easily persuaded him to accept a portion
of it. There are just seven of us here, or there
would be if Wild was present now. But, of
course, he must be counted."
"I reckon he must. But say, I've got to go
back to Wild, an' I want Jim to go with me."
At that moment A1·ietta gave a start, and
quickly picking up her rifle, which stood within
a couple of feet of her, she threw it to her
shoulder .and, taking a quick aim, pulled the
trigger. Crang ! As the report rang out Charlie
and Jim saw w}iat she was shooting at. ·
"Great gimlets!"
Once more the scout gave vent to his favorite
exclamation. He was astounded to see the P-ang
he supposed to be in the cave running back
from the edge of the cliff.
"Come on, Jim!" he said, suddenly. "The
measlv coyotes has fooled me an' Wild. They
took to a cave for cover, an' we was afraid it
wouldn't be a good idea to foller 'em in, thinkin'
maybe they would be waitin' to shoot us down.
But they must have found another way to git
out an' they!ve come sneakin' around up there
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to see what's goin' on. Come on. We ain't got
no time to lose, 'cause they might git around
an' !?'it a shot at Wild afore he sees 'em."
"They won't get a shot at him," Arietta declared, her eyes flashing. "He certainly heard
the report of my rifle and he ·will . be on the
watch. I merely tried to hit that fellow's hat,
and I think I did it, though I can't say exactly."
"You liit it all right," Jim declared, with a
nod of his head. Then he picked up his rifle and,
without saying anything further, .followed the
scout from the place.
"Hadn't I better go with yer ?" the prospector
·
clc!!led out.
"No; you stav right there with the gals an'
see to it that t hem galoots don't come down here
an' steal the gold-dust from yer. You're in a
mighty good place, an' 'cause you kin hide behind
the rocks if thev happen to come, an' you kin
see 'em if they do."
Charlie did not attempt to reach the high spot
where the villains had been seen, but led the
way back to where he . had left Wild. He met
the boY. within fifty , feet of the mouth of the
cave.
"Who fired the shot, Charlie?" came the query.
"Arietta," was the quick reply. "She shot a
hole through the hat of one of the gang w.e
thought was in the cave. They -tlin't there, Wild.
They got out in some way.I'
"Is that so? I feared as much," and the young
deadshot shook his head. "Where are they now?"
"Up there some'l:l'here," and the scout jerked
his thumb toward the spot whe1·e he thought the
.
gang might be.
Our hero now began climbing up the rocks,
his two partners following him. When they got
to the higher ground they came to a soft snot
and saw fresh fo6tprints going in both directions.
To the practiced · eyes of the three it was easy
for them to understand_ that the villains had gone
back, so without making any comment about it,
they turned and followed the tracks.
On they went around the r_ocks and through
the bushes, and just as they came in sight of
the shanty that lay a couple of hundred yards
below a loud explosion sounded and a cloud of
smoke went up.
"Hop done that, I'll bet!" Cheyenne Charlie
exclaimed.
The words ha d scarc·e ly left his lips when they
heard the cry the clever Chinee gave as he left
the shanty. Then all three scrambled to tbe too
of a big rock and were just in time to see Hop
running toward the center of the mining camp.
They waited long enough to see the five villains
come from around the front of the shanty, and
then they slid . down the rock and started after
·
tl1em.
"We'll fix the sneakin' coyotes; all right, Wild!"
Charlie exclaimed, while Jim pressed his lips
tightly together and nodded approvingly.
Past ,J;he shanty the three made their way,
and then they could see the , five Yillains walking
swiftly aloni. Dick Ransom Ji.ad · his rifle over
his shoulder, and the rest were carryin~ their
l?'UilS in their hands, as though they were ready
to fire at :! moment's notice. Permitth1g them
to keep about a hundred yards ahead of them,
Young Wild West and his partners contin,1ed oh.

They saw Hop pause long enough to talk to
the crowd }n front of the shanty saloon, and tI1en
make straight for the camp.
Then they w~tched to see what the gang meant
to do. On they kept, not stopping at all at the
saloon, and when Wild realized that they nieant to
follow the Chinaman to the camp he gave a nod
and said:
'"Come on, bo·ys. I reckon they mean business. - :
Most likely they'll clean out our camp if they get
the chance, and they'll probably shoot bot4 Chinamen for satisfaction while doing it. We mustn't
·
let anything· like that happen."
"You kin bet your life they'll never do it as· lomg
as I've got my rifle !'' the scout exclaimed, his eyes
flashing. "You said you wanted to take 'em alive
Wild, but if I see that 'they mean to kill the tw~
heathens I sartinly will do some shootin'."
"Of course. But we won't let them start up
their game."
Meanwhile, Dick Ransom and his gang · had
fully determined to kill the Chinamen and plunder
the camp. They said nothing to the men who
were standing in front of .the saloon, though one
or two called out to them. A few followed, as
though_ thl:y meant to find out what was going on.
But this did not seem to bother the villains in the
least. Wh~n Young Wild West .and his partners
came runnmg to the spot Tom Haines, the miner
who_ seemed ·to lrave the goodwill of almost every
one m the camp, ran to them and said:
"I reckon that ·gang means to clean out your
carr:p, Young Wild West. You had better hurry.
We 11 h elp yer take care of things."
"You can come on and see what happens if ybU
like, Haines," the boy answered, coolly. "I' reckon
we can take care of that gang all right. · One vf
them has been shot. I suppose you heard a little
shooting- going on over there?"
"Yes, we heard it. But we thought you might
have went out after some game or somethin' like
that. There's plenty of it around sometimes, you
know."
"Well, it was two-legged game we were after
it seems, a'!ld I reckon we are going to bag th~
whole bunch. I want to take them alive, if possible, though."
The boy kept on hurrying after the villains as
he talked, .and as. he looked back over his shoulder
he sa w nearly every man belonging to the camp
following. As they turned the cor ner of one of
the ~hanties they saw the five villains creeping
cautiously toward the two t ents. The two Chinamen were nowhere to be seen, but it was easy to
understand that they must have hidden themselves
behind some rocks which were close at hand. Suddenly a loud report sounded, and the villains started back in dismay. But it was only another
cracker that Hop had seen fit to explode, and
when the smoke cleared, yells sounded and the
scoundrels made a rush for the camp. But Wild
and his partners were now so close to them that
they could have easily shot them down with their
revolvers.
"Hold on, there!" the young deadshot called out,
loudly. "I reckon you fellows had better not interfere with anything here. Hold up your hands."
Constern~tion seized the men then, for they
had not expected Young Wild West and his part-
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ners to be ·anywhere close by. However, instead
of holding up their hands as they . were commanded to, they ran for the cover of some rocks.
Charlie was going to fire at them, but Wild stopped him, and the result was that the villains were
soon out of sight.
'·They've fooled us ag'in, Wild," Charlie declared, shaking his head, sadly. "We're goin' to
have a mighty hard time of takin' 'em alive, an'
have done with it. What's the use of lettin' sich
a gang as· that live, anyhow?"
"Never mind now, Charlie, "was the cool reply.
"Just take it easy. \Ve'll get them if it takes
all day."
Crang ! A rifle cracked just then and a bullet
sped past the young deadshot's head.
"Look out, Wild!" Charlie called out, as his
rifle flew to his shoulder. "I'm goin' to take a
shot, anyhow, blamed if I ain't."
He saw where the .puff of smoke came from, and
he was watching it closely. In less than.two seconds he caught a glimpse of a moving figure, and
then his rifle spoke. A yell of agony sounded and
Charlie gave a chuckle.
"That's one more of 'em, an' I'll bet on it!" he
exclaimed, just as if he had succeeded in dropping
a buck or some other animal he had been anxious
to shoot.
The miners were now worked up to a high state
of excitement. They wanted to know what all the
trouble was about, and Wild was not long in letting· them know the gist of it. They had all been
somewhat surprised when they heard the loud exp'.osion over near the cliffs, but Tom Haines declared that they took it for granted that Young
Wild West and his friends had used dynamite for
the purpose of trying to discover a gold drift.
When they learned what had caused the explo£i:m and had heard the boy tell of the admissions
Dick Ransom had made, they were roused to a
furious pitch and declared that if the villains
coulrl be taken alive they ,urely must hang.
"Vi'e'll surround 'em," Haines said. "Come on,
boys.''
Wild did not try to prevent them. He knew it
w::is high time the villains were corraled . . But he
did not sta1·t off with them, for he was watching
in the direction of the spot where the girls and the
prospector had been left. He knew the gang
could rn.sily get :here without being seen, should
thev take a notion to go around that way. It
really was about the only . direc;tion they could
take to get back to their shanty, for that matter,
unless they took the risk of going bac~ the way
they had come. But, of course, they would not
do that, for they would simply run right into the
midst of the excited miners . . Hop and Wing now
appeared, the former smiling blandly, just as
though it had been a lot of fun, instead of a serious piece of business.
"You two heathens stay right here," our hero
said, and then turning to Charlie and Jim, he
added:
"Come on, boys. I 1·eckon we had better get
back t o the girls."
CHAPTER IX.-Arietta Is Caught by a Trick.
If ever there was a delighted man it was Joe
Diggs when he realized that h~ had suddenly ceme
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into possession of a generous amount of golddust.
,,,
"I wasn't dead broke, anyhow," he said to the
girls, after Wild, Charlie and Jim had left to go
in pursuit of the villainous gang. "One of them
fellers said I had some money witJ:i me, an' I have,
too. But a few months ago I had four times as
much as I've got now, an' I ain't struck a thing
since that time. Say; but this was the greatest
thing I ever seen happen. To •think that an accident could have busted open this rock an' made
the dust fall down in a stream."
"I suppose there is nothing so very wonderful
about it, after all, Mr. Diggs," Arietta answered,
smiling at him. "We are so used to seeing strange
things happen that it don't surprise us a great
deal, no matter what occurs. Wild must have
been born to . go around and look up excitement,
and I know for sure that he has taught the rest
of us to be the same way. It matters not whether
we strike pockets of gold or get into trt'luble with
Indians or outlaws. It's all in the line of excitement, and Wild always makes it a point to come
out a winner and help those who are in need of
it. But I think we had better keep a sharp watch.
There are so many hiding-places around here that
it may be that the villains haven't gone very far
away."
"I'll take a look around and see if I can git
sight of any of 'em," Diggs said, after a pause.
Then he climbed up the rocks where he could
get a pretty good view, and looked about, searchingly. He could just see the tops of the shanties
of the mining camp, which was so close by, and as
he listened he could hear shootil}g. He tried to
get higher, and failing to do so came down again
and then started to go up to the ledge from
which the unfortunate mule had fallen. Once he
got there he was able to see pretty well, and it
did not take him long to understand that a big
crowd had gathered over at Young Wild West's
camp.
"They must have got the galoots," he thought.
"Well, I'll move a little further along the ledge
an' watch. I want to make sure of it afore I go
back ,an' tell the gals. I know the gold-dust is
safe enough with them. We've got it in seven
piles, an' one of the piles is mine. I reckon there
must be a couple of thousand dollars' worth for
my share, anyhow. It's putty good in them folks,
'cause they didn't have to give me an ounce of jt,
as far as I kin see. Maybe. though," and he shook
his head, " 'cause I was with 'em when the explosion took place I'm entitled to a share. 1 s'nose
they look at it that way, anyhow. But I hear<l
one of the gals say Young Wild "'est an' his
pards was putty· rich, an' that they didn't make
much of findin' a little mess of gold like this.
I'll jest move along now an' try an' find out exactly what's- goin' on."
The prospector put his thoughts into action and
stepped along the ledge. He passed the spot
where the accident had occurred, and went on
around a sharp turn. Then it was he saw part
of the crowd going back in the direction of the
shanty saloon, while others were coming around
to the left, as though heading for the cliffs. He
took another look and soon discovered Young Wild
West 11nd his partners hurrying along on foot.
"Some.bin's wrong, I'll bet," Jo~ D:p·gs ex-
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claimed, shaking his head. "What are they comin'
tnis way for? Kin it be that the Johnsons an'
the rest of the gang has got away from 'em an'
a.re comin' this way? If they are we'll have some
\,·ouble, most likely."
Diggs promptly scrambled back and got behind
a 1·ock. Then he saw three_men coming toward
him, dodging from rock to . rock as they moved
along. They wern followed by two more, and then
he knew for a certainty that the gang had eluded
Young Wild West and his partners and were
coming back to get the gold-dust.
"What is the matter, Mr. Diggs?" a girlish
voice called out from below. "Where are you?"
"I'm here, miss. But look out. That gang is
comin'. One of 'em has shot me in the arm. But
I'm able to fire yet, an' I'll help yer all I kin."
It was Arietta who had spoken, and aft~r receiving an answer from the man she did not say
another word. Joe Diggs watched through a crevice and saw the villains sneaking along. The
prospector was in a state of great excitement now.
<,foanwhile, h avin~ been duly warned by the shot
and the words of the prospector. Arietta, Anna
and Eloise were waiting for the rascally gang to
uppi:·oach. Arietta was upon her knees, her rifle
thrust petween two rocks, while Anna and Eloise
c1·ouched a short distance away, each with a rifle
ready to · shoot when their companion gave the
word. Presently a sharp report rang out from
above, and then down the rocks a man tumbled,
landing something like twenty . yards from the
spot where the girls were crouc;hing. A startled
-cry came from the lips of Eloise, but Arietta
quickly allayed her fears by saying:
"It isn't the prospector. It is one of the villains.
No doubt Joe Diggs shot him."
Two more shots rang out just then, and then
down rolled another man.
"That's one of the Johnson brothers!" Arietta
exclaimed. "Mr. Diggs is su1·ely showing himself
to be a fighter."
"Look out down there, gals," a voice rang out,
sharply.
It was the prospector speaking, and they knew
it, but why he gave such a warning neither of the
three could understand. Arietta sprang to her
feet and leaped out into the open, rifle in hand.
Just then a rope descended over her head and
shoulders, and befo.re she was fully aware of it a
noose tightened about her and she · was being
hauled upward. Two shots were fired from th~
.;pot where Joe Diggs was hiding. But a hoarse
laugh · sounded, telling the imperilled girl that
neither shot rnd taken effect. Two seconds later
she found herself struggling in the arms of Dick
Ransom.
.
"We've got yer, gal/' the villain said, as he
easily held her arms. "There ain't no use of
makin' a kick about it. I reckon I was a little
too smart for yer. The Johnson brothers was for
goin' after the feller over there, so I let 'em go.
I made up my mind I was goin' to git the gold
which Young Wild West told us you had found
here. I reckon I'll come putty near gittin' it now,
'cause I've got you. If it comes to the worst,
Young Wild West most likely will be willin' to
give up the gold to save your life. If he don't,
we'll jest put an end to yo·u, that's all. We don't
care any more about your life than we do about

Young Wild West's. It's the gold we'Te after an'
if it's true you found a lot of it, as Young Wild
West said, it belongs to us, anyhow."
Arietta turned and looked behind hel', ,,·hile
Ransom and the two men who had survived the
firing grinned triumphantly. Sure enQugh, there
was a niche which really might have been called
a shallow cave. There was only one way to ge-t1
up to it, and that was a rocky path which led'
down to .the level where the gold had been dis- .
covered. A1·ietta took all this in a t a single
glance.
"It's jest this way, gal," Ransom went on, as he
forced the girl back into the niche. "If Young
Wild West an' his pards goes down there where
the other two gals is they'll have to stay there
till we git ready to let 'em come out. See that
little ledge over there? Well, we_ kin shoot down
from here, an' if we want tel· we kin tumble a
few big stones down an• · sm{lsh 'em to pieces. I
reckon '(ve've got the upper hand now. The John. son brothers has cashed in their chips, but we
don't care nothin' about that. They didn't amount
to a whole lot, anyhow. The only thing I'm sorry
about is that one of Young Wild West's pards
shot one of my ftiends. I've sartinly got to git
square for that, an' the onlv way to do it is to
shoot one or two of· 'em. Maybe we'll git all three
of 'em. Then, g·al, I don't know what you'll do,
unless -you make up your mind to go with . us.
There's three of us here, an' the other two gals
down there might feel like takin' a notion to hitch
up with us . . There would jest be three couples
then. I don't know but wnat that would be a
putty fine idea."
The rope had been wound about Arietta's arms,
so she was utterly powerless. Her Remington
had dropped from her hands when_ she was lifted
from the ground, but her revolver and huntingknife still hung fl'om her belt.
· "Dan, you take care of the gal, an' jest see to it
that she don't git a chance to run out an' jump
from the ledge. She might think it better to kill
herself than. to stay with us,'you know," the leader
sa.i d, with a hoarse chuckle.
The man called Dan was evidently afraid the
gixl might run out of the niche, for he drew a
revolver-and, pointing it at her, said:
"You stay right wh~re you are. If you move
an inch I'll shoot you."
·
In the meantime, Ransom and the other villain
had c;rept along to the ledge that was directly ove1·
the spot where the girls and the · s'even heaps of
gold were. Ransom listened and could hear the
two girls talking' in a frightened sort of way.
. That told him instantly that they were still
alone. Finally he motioned for his companion to
stand ready to shoot, and then he took the risk
of peering over the cliff. ·The girls were crouching too far back for him to see them, but the heaps of gold were right before his eyes. A little• to the left and furthe.r down into the deep cut ·
lay the remains of the mule.
"That was a great scheme of mine," he muttered. "It didn't work exactly as I wanted it to,
but I reckon it's· comin' out all right, anyhow. I
never thought the dynamite was goin' to bust a
hole in the side· 0f the cliff here an' r ' ~,e a lot of
gold-dust tumble down like that. That's a new
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way of minin', ! •reckon, an' I'll have to remember
jest how it was done."
Crack! A bullet grazed the brim of the villain's hat, and he quickly drew back his head.
"That galoot must have worked around a little
so he kin see me. I've got to look out for him.
Well, I'll jest pick him off in a minute or two,
see if I don't."
"Wild! Wild!" Arietta shouted jus t then.
"Take it easy, Et," came a reply from somewhere. "We're right here, and we know pretty
well where you are. Don't get frightened at all,
for in a few minutes we'll have the sneaking
coyotes."
"Is that you, Young Wild West?" Dick Ransom yelled from behind · a boulder.
"I reckon it is," was the reply.
"All right. I've got one of your l?'als here,
an' I'll tell yer right now if you don't agree
tc let us have the gold what's been found an'
then agree to let us go on about our busine·ss,
we'll kill the gal an' chuck her body from the
ledg~. We're desperate now, an' we ain't gain'
to e:ive in under no consideration."
There was no reply to thi6, so the villain turned and, creeping in to where one of his partners
was in charge of the girl, exclaimed, jubilantly:
~ "I reckon that will fetch the kid to his senses,
gal. You heard what I said, an' I'm sartinly
goin' to !,:ill you unless he agrees to it."

CHAPTER X.-How It Was Settled.
Young Wild West and his two partners were
not far behind the five villains when they reached
the close vicinity of the explosion.
"Boys," he said, in a low tone of voice, "this
is a ticklish sort of place here. We have got to
be very careful. The only way to do is to get
upon our hands and knees and creep alon11: and
see to it that we don't show ourselves. Those
fellows no doubt intend to take possession of the
gold-dust, and unless Joe Diggs and the girls
keep a sharp watch they will get the best of
them."
It was just then that the shot at the prospector was fired.
"They're at it, boys!" our hero exclaimed, his
eyes flashing. "Come on. We must get a little
closer."
Once more they started off, going to the right
this time. Reaching a little hollow, they got upon
their feet and ran swiftly along and came to
a ledge just as another shot rang out. All
three peered over and caught a glimose of a man
rolling down the steep descent. Thinking that
the prospector was still with the girls, they took
it for granted that it was one of the scoundrels
who had been shot. Then another shot sounded,
and a second man tumbled down. But the y knew
the shooting had not come horn below this time,
and they wondered what it meant.
But they were quickly made to under stand, for
at that moment Joe Diggs called out the warning
t" the girls. It happened that they were not
in sight of the spot where the gold had been
discovered, and it was not until they heard Arietta's voice raised in a cry for help that they
realized that anything had happened to her. Wild
thought quickly and his decision was to :i:o on
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around to the spot where the last shot had been
fired from. Without sa ying··a \vor·d to hh partners, he started in that direction. But thev were
close at his heel s, a"nd a minute later a voice
near to them called out :
"Keep close to the ground, boys. • I'm here.
It's me-Joe Diggs."
Somewhat relieved, the young deadshot hurried on, and found himself face to face with
the pros pector, who was crouching behind a
rock. revolver in hand.
~
"How did they get Arietta, Joe?" the boy asked, coolly, for he did not seem to be in the least
bit excited.
"It happened so blamed quick that I can't exactly tell yer. I was lookin' for more of 'em to
come after me, though I knowed t hree of 'em
went 'around to the other side. I happened to
look across over there an' I seen one of 'em
sneak past the rock with a rifle in his hand. He
_g-ot out of sight too quick for me to take a shot
at him, but I knowed he was up to somethin'.
It struck me right away that he was goin' to
throw the rope an' try to lasso the gals. The
next thing I knowed I seen Miss Arietta bein'
hauled up, though I couldn't see the man what
was doin' it. I shot, tryin' to cut the rope afore
she was more than three or four feet above the
ground, but I couldn't do it."
The longer Wild looked at the spot where he
knew the villains were concealed the more he
became convinced that it would be a dangerous
proceeding to attempt to get over to it. .
"Boys," he said, turning to Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart, "it's going to be a risky job but
we've got to do it."
· · '
At that moment Arietta gave utterance to the
~ry, as has been told, and Wild quickly answered
1t.. The boy now looked at Diggs and coolly
said:
"Just take off your coat, will you? I want
to use it for a minute."
·
"Sartin," was the reply, though the prospector
looked at him in surprise.
But he quickly 1·emoved the coat, and then Wild
took the hat from his head. He looked around
and found a long slab of rock, which could easily
be handled. Fasteninir the coat about it, he
put the hat on the top c.f it and then tipped it
over, Charlie helping him so ' it showed about a
foot above a boulder.
"Take a shot, Jim," the young deadshot oe·
served, in his cool and easy way.
Crack! Jim fired at nothing in particular, and
then all three crouched and looked t hroug-h the
crevices between the rocks. There was :i short
silence, and then a rifle spoke from across the
nari•ow gulch. Young Wild West was watching,
and he saw the spurt of smoke and flame almo t
before the report sounded. Crang! He fi red instantly, and a yell of pain sounded.
"I hit him, anyhow, boys," he said,' with an air
of satisfaction. "But I reckon 1 didn't kill him.
That was Dick Ransom, and I1f bet on it. He
was the only one who had a rifle."
The shot that had been fired across the wa v
hit the prospector's hat, and it had been knocke;l
to one side so it barely hung from the top of
the sharp piece of 1·ock. Crack! crack! Two revolver shots were firerl, and one of them hit the
hat and knocked it off.
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Having decided exactly upon what he was g-oingte, do, the dashing- voung- deadshot slipped away
and beg-an crawling down among- the rocks. He
took considerable risk, but he knew pretty well
that his partners and the prospector would be
apt to keep the attention of the villains attracted
that wav. · Two minute,; later he was ascendingtoward the spot where his sweetheart was a captive. Two minu,tes more and he l1ad reached
the heig-ht of · the ledg-e, which ran almost level.
He savf a pair of boots sticking- out from behinrl
a rock a few ·feet ahead of him, and he knew that
they_were upon the feet of either a wounded or
a dead man. But it made little difference to him
which was the case.
Keeping close "to the rocks on the left, he
nept stealthily forward, and in a few seconds
he was almost close enough to touch the man's
foot. Just then a deep groan came from behind
the rock.
"It's all up with me, Dick," a faint voice said1.
"Give me another drop of that whisky. I'm-- '
There was a gurgling- gasp, and Wild knew the
villain had expired.
Wild did not wait another instant. Getting
upon· his feet without making a sound, he bal::mced himself and then made a spring forward.
Within six f~t of him Dick Ransom was standing, his face turned the other way . . Wilfs left
hand caught him by the collar of h1s shirt ::ind
the muzzle of his revolver pushed hard agamst
Ransom's mouth.
"I've got you, you miserable scoundrel," the
boy exclaimed, as he pushed him back against_ a
rock with such fo·rce as to nearly knock him
senseless when · his head came in contact with it.
The man called Dan, hearing the scuffle, came
running out in alarm. He had a 1·evolver· in
his hand, and seeing that he meant to shoot,
Wild quickly turned his own weapon upon him
2nd pulled the trigger. There was no hel'p for
it~ Dan did. not so much as give vent to a cry,
but dronped forward and fell upon his face.
."It's all right, Et," the young deadshot called
out, joyfully.
"Oh, Wild!" Arietta exclaimed, as she came
out of the niche, her arms still bound tightly
t• her sides.
Dick Ransom was so dazed that he scarcely
put up any fight at all, and after giving his head
another bang against the rock, Wild hurled hi.m
to the- ground. With his left hand he held a
1·evolver to the man's head, and then taking a
knife. from his belt he auicJdy seve1·ed the rope
which held Arietta powerless.
''Now, then, little girl," he said, in his cool and
easy way, "just tie this fellow's hands. W~it,
I'll turn him over on his face so you will have a
~ood chance."
· The boy easily rolled Ransom over, and Arietta was ·n ot lon·g in securing his hand, knotting
the rope so it would be impossible for it to slip.
"Hurrah!" .Wi!cl• called out, as he ran out upon
the ledge. waving his hat. "Everything: is all
1·ight, boys. - I have got them. There 1s only
one alive, and he is pretty well battered up. It
i;; Ransom though, and I am glad of it, for he
was the v.:orst of the lot."
Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart and the prospector quickly crnne fr~m behind the yocks and ran

down to whe~·e the two girls wer.e standing, near
the gold-dust piles.
" Y." e'l! join you right away," the young deadshot called out from above, just U.en, and then
he started forward, pushing- his prisoner ahead.
Arietta_ followed, and in due tlme they g-ot
there. Thev were met by the §Cout and Dar~
who promptly took _c harge of the prisoner.
"You have made a lot of trouble for us, you
sneakin' galoot!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as
he thrust a revolver under the nose · of ·Ransom.
"But I reckon you're g-oin' to git your medicine
new. You had five men with yer this mornin'
·
but ybu ain't got one now." •
neai"ly all the
attracted
The shooti~ haq
miners belonging- to Hard-luck Cam·p up the
mountainside . But they had taken care to keei)
out of t'he way, not knowing at what moment
they might be brought down by a bullet. However, some of them now ventured forward, for
they had heard the cheering- 01 our friends.
Wild was not a bit afraid of letting them see
the gold-dust, and · after he had briefly related
how the villains had 15een shot-'down, on·e by one,
he nodded to Dick Haines, who, of course, was
·
one of the men, and said:
"This is. what I call a streak of good luck for
Hard-luck Camp. · First we mPet a prospector
who is in hard luck anti wants t J get away from
a place bearing such a name. Then we get into
trouble with some scoundrels, who, in s pite of
hard luck or anything else, want to clean us up,
This man," nodding to the prisoner, "invented •a
scheme to blow us all into eterhity. But it failed
and blew open the rocks and caused a stream
oi." gold to come down instead. It certainly sounds
rather ·wonderful, but it's all over now, for Dick
Ransom is the · sole survivor of the six scoundrels."
"Th:ree cheers for Young Wild West, boys!"
Haines shouted, waving his hat.
They kept on _cheering until all hands had
received a share· of it, including- Joe Diggs, the
prospector who had been in such hard luck. It
was an easy.,matter to find a meaµs of conveying
the gold-dust to the camp of our friends, and
once it was there Arietta turned to the prospector
and said:
"Mr. Diggs, I am going to present you with
my share of tbe gold."
"And I will do the same," spoke up Eloise.
"'Hold on," our hero said, laughingly. "I'll
tell you what we'll do. We'll divide it in . two
parts and g·ive Joe Diggs one of them. It will
· give him a good start, and probably it may be
the means of his accumulating- a fortune. The
other part we will keep as a remembrance of the
stream of gold at Hard-luck Camp."
That was the way j_t was settled, and as it is
not necessa.ry to state what happened to Dick
Ransom, even though our hero did his best to
stave it off, this particular adventure of Young
Wild West's comes to an end.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST DEFENDING A RANCH; or, BESIEGED
BY CATTLE RUSTLERS. "
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CURRENT NEWS
MAMMOTH FERRY
A mammoth car ferry for use betweep Ancha e and Baton Rouge, La., was recently launched at Neville Island, 0 . This boat will be 340 feet
in length, will have an extreme deck width of
· 91 ½ feet on a molded beam of fifty-six feet; and
will carry at one trip a complete train of mogul
and eleven Pullman cars or twenty-five loaded
freight cars. The cost will be a quarter million
dollars, and the ferry will be the largest vessel of
its type.
MAKING MEAT TENDER
The use of papaya or a powder from the dried
fruit of the papaw to make tough meat tender is
not considered desirable by the Department of
Agriculture, whose Bureau of Home Economics
has conducted a series of experiments in this line.
T hey find that while the leaves in crushed form
do make the meat tender they a lso give it a decided bitter taste.

2,000

COSSACK FAMILIES WANT TO
SETTLE IN CANADA
Colonel Vladimir Kishinsky, of Manchuria, is
a visitor in Winnipeg, his mission in Canada being
to obtain sanction for the entry of 2,000 Co<;sack
families that wish to settle on lands in the West.
Colonel Kishinsky is proceeding to Ottowa, where
he will present a petition from the Cossack colony residing at .Harbin, Manchuria, since the revolution in Russia.
·
The colonel said his compatriots in China all
had been land owners under the Czar's regime;
that they were accustomed to this life and sought
to prosper in Canada. The colony at Harbin has
organized a governmental gl'Oup of its own, with
a president and legislative body, and from them
Colonel Kishinsky carried a power of attorney to
the Canadian government.
"We were driven out to look for peaceful
homes; we fear God; we will never disobey your
government, and all the Cossacks have a high
opinion of your national history," the colonel said.

LOOK, BOYS, LOOK!
The price of "SECRET SERVICE" has been reduced_to
_.... 7 CENTS A COPY .. . . .
Beginning wit}:,. No. 1355
OUT ·TODAY!
Do not fail to get a copy. Read the thrilling davnetures of Old and Young
King Brady, the detectives. The title of the first story at . thiss reduced
price is

THE BRADYS AND THE SNAKE CHARMER
--Or,-The Search for the Hindu Idol
A more exciting detective ·story never was written. Remember the Bradys
are the greatest man hunters alive. Their exploits are wonderful. These
stories are full of pep and keen work in bringing criminals to justice.

BUY A COPY TODAY AND BE CONVINCED
For sale on all newsstands at 7 cents per copy, or will be mailed to 3JlY
address in the U. S. postage free on receipt of price in money or postage
stamps.
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc., 168 West 23d Street, New Y01·k Citv
.
~

I.
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FiGHTING FRED FAY

They soon came to the path and began the as,.
cent.
Fortune favored them. They encountered no
-Or,one. Soon they gained the top of the hill, and
the castle stood out in full view. A sentry was
A Yankee Boy in the Big War
slowly covering the beat around it.
"W~ don't want to be seen," whispered Fred.
'.'Let us .wait here among the trees until he is out
By DICK ELLISON
~
of sight."
But this did not work.
No sooner was the sentry out of sight than an. A Serial Story
other put in an appearance. Before he had vanished the first man was in evidence again.
CHAPTER X.-(Continued).
"Where is your grandmother's house?" asked
Fred.
"It is back there among the trees,·" replied the
problem
a
How to get at the keeper had been
from the start.
"We shall soon be at the castle now," he said. girl, wi th a geS t ure to th e right. "Do you think
th ey will st0 P us? We could be there in three
"Does your "'randmother live near by?".
minutes.''
"'
"Very near.''
"I hate to risk it. If I am caught it may mean
"Xou say she was keeper of Charlemont before
all kinds of trouble.''
the Germans took possession of it?"
Th~y waited, but ~t wi:s no use. One of the
,
"Yes, for years."
.
"
"I wonder if she would be willing to do me a se:i;i.tries was alw~y~ m. ev1denc~.
Now! Quick,
_We !Dust tr:1; 1t, _sa1d,,the gJrl.
.,.,__
favor?"
· .
"I am sure she would do anything for you, sir, while his.back is tu1ned.
Fred yiel_ded, and th ey st:rnck mto the open.
after the kindness you have shown me," the girl
But cautiously as they _walked the sentry must
quietly replied.
have hear_d them, for_ he 11;1stantly wheeled abo_ut,
Fred resolved to risk it.
an,? covermg Fred_ with his gun, challenged ~1m.
"Listen," he said. "I am not what I -seem."
. A~vance and g1,ye an account of yourself,,, he
"I am sure of it. You are not German. You
Let the woman come, too.
cried m German.
•
are an American ,,
"I'm up against it," thought Fred. "Now, what's
th' k th ?"
·
k
"W"
going to happen? All depends up my coolness.''
. at·
" uat ma es you m
He walked up to the soldier and said: "1 am
have seen many Americans. I can always
Private Katzenstein, of the 18th infantry. As
. ,,
tel,~.
you see, I am wounded. I came here to see Herr
"You are ve:y s~.~ewd, Mane.
Smitz, the keeper. I fell in with this girl on the
.
..Am I n_ot nght • .
I <!wn. it. I am '.1n Amer~,~an, but I am also road. She will tell you who she is."
"I am Mrs. Menteul's granddaughter," added
·
a ~?ldier m the Enghs\ army.
1:'hen you are a spy· ~o wond er you w~nted Marie, with perfect coolness. "I am on my way
to her house.''
.
to hide from the Germans.
"You can pass on," said the sentry, "but this
"No; you are wrong thE;re. ! ~m no spy. I
have been sent on a special mission to a man marr must come with me."
"Good-by," said Fred, extending hand. "Much
named Smitz who . is keeper of the castle, head
guard over the prisoners there, or whatever he obliged to you for showing me the way.''
Marie walked off and the sentry led the way t~
calls himself. I don't know how to get at him. I
was wondering if your grandmother could help the entrance to th; castle where he turned Fred
me-if she would go· and see him and get him to over to a soldier on gua1·a' at the door.
It was a nervous moment.
come to me."
"Wants to see Smitz" said the sentry. "Is he
"I can ask her," was the reply; ''but of course,
'
on duty?"
she could not do it to-night."
"No; in bed," replied the guard. "Ile cannot
"I suppose not. Then I shall have w hide somewhere over to-morrow. If she could be persuaded be disturbed.''
"I can wait until morning," said Fred.
to do it to-night it 'Yould suit me 1:>ett;r, though.
"You will do what Colonel Brockman orde1·s,"
I suppose you know Just where she 1s?
-Marie assured him that she did, and that she was the answer. "Follow me.''
Fred's heart sank.
would do her best to help him out.
"If I am to be put thTough an .examination I
Fred let it rest at that, and then hurried forward until they came to the foot of the hill on am surely lost," he thought. "What in the world
which the castle stood. A steep road led up the sh'<lll I ever do?"
But it was not to be feared, for as they adincline.
vanced along the broad, stone-paved corridor a
Here Fred halted.
"This road is probably guarded," he said. "I short, stQut man was seen approaching, lantern
am almost afraid to venture on it. Is there no in hand.
· "Oh, here is Herr Smitz now," exclaimed .the
other way of reaching the house where your
guard. "This man claims to have business with
grandmother is staying?"
"Yes, there is," replied Marie, "and fortunate- you, Herr Smitz," he added. "Do you know
Iy I know it. There is a footpath; follow me, and him?"
"Not at all,'' was the reply, and the keeper held
I will show it to you.'' •
"What luck that I fell in with this girl," up the lantern so that the light struck full in
thought Fred as they hurried along the base of Fred's face.
(To be continued.)
q1e hill.
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Charley, the Corn King
-OR-

WAKING UP THE .BOARD OF TRADE

2~

Charley rang off then.
"It's all bluff," he assured himself. "\Yhatevnr
is the matter with Kornahrens, he is in no shap~
to do business, that's certain, or these people wh 1
are holding him back would have trotted him ti !)
to the front long ago."

By R. T. EMMET
CHAPTER XXL

(A Serial Story.}
CHAPTER XX.
Charley Hears From Palmer.
"No, sir."
"Why was that?"
"You left it to my discretion. In my humble
judgment the time had not come."
"Do you propos~ to sell to-da~7"
"Yes if you order me to do so.
"I d~n't order you to do anything. You are
your own master."
"I don't altogether regard it so. Still, if you
want to put it · that way, I propose to act as
ough I ·was."
. A chuckling laugh was the only answer, and
Mr. Palmer's voice was heard no more.
Charley felt that he had won ~mt.
.
The move of yesterday was only to try him;
of that he was now sure.
This day brought a lull.
.
Corn remained steady, and fell .off two pomts
at the close.
. •
It seemed to Charley tha t this was J?al."tly ow!ng
to the fact that there could be but httle ~admg
while he and Mr. Palmer held firm; but 1t also
seemed to him that the fini sh of the great speculation ·was fai rly in sight.
During the morning his own telephone was put
in, and the first call he got was from Jack Judson.
"Hello! Is that you, Charley?" the b ro k ~n
asked.
"It's me all right. What do you want?" Charley replied.
.
,,
"You think you are olamed smart, I suppose.
"My time is taken up with other matters. 1:m
not thinkin"' about myself. What I am really mterested in just at present is corn."
"What made you quit the old office so suddenly?"
·
.
"Why, you seemed to w2.nt it for your fnend s,
and I thought I would accommodate you. The
office never suited me, anyhow."
"Can I see you if I come ar_ou~d?"
.
"I presume so. I am not ,s1g~mg for an mterview with you, though. Id Just as soon you
wouldn't call.''
"Come, Charley, what do you propose to do
now? J' ··e held back my dogs for one day out of
regard for you. This is your last chance."
"Thank you. I told you yu;terday what I would
do. Although you don't deserve it, I'm willing
to hold to my offer. You can come around after
that two hundred if you wish."
"That's nonsem;e. You know my power."
"And don't fear it. Yon are only wasting"
time. Good-by.''

A Serious Turn Of Affairs.
The day passed with but one notable event so
far as Charley's affairs were concerned.
This was the visit of a party representing a
certain elevator company in a town in southern
Illinois-"dow n Egypt way," as they call it in
Chicago.
We ~hall not name the town nor give any
further clue to its identity than to say that it was
practically a town forgotten, being located on a
roalroad which originally intended to run everywhere, and ran nowhere.
The only thing really notable about the place
was the fact that it was the native town of "Old
Corns," for Mr. Kornahrens was native born, and
not a German, as the name would imply.
It was just two o'clock, and Cha rley wa s anxiously watching the tape, and with equa l anxiety
awaiting Jack Judson's next move, when the door
opened and in came a man whom he knew well
enough by sight, although he had never heard
his name spoken.
There was "something doing" at last in "Old
Corns's" affairs, for this man, so fa r as Charley knew, was the only person with whom the old
miser ever claimed to be on fri cndly t erms.
Picture to yourself a short, stout man, wit h
long hair of a greenish gray, with whiskers to
match.
He wore a complete suit of black, so di r ty and
·besmeared with grease that it was discoura gi1.g
to look at him.
His hat was of white felt, equally old and
soiled, with a b~·im eight inches wide at least.
The man was evidently a character; such a
person :.>.s one would. stoP. in the street to look back
at.
But he was, as we have mentioned, no strange!·
to Charley, having been a frequent visitor at the
office in Mr. Kornahrens's time.
He came into the office, turned around, and shut
the door, and then, turning again, stood and
stared.
We have neglected to rnentio11 that Charley's
new quarters did not consist of a single office
like the old one, but · had a small private ro:;m,
opening off the Qne office and closed the rloor.
Charley was seated in this room iit the t,me,
and as soon as he saw his strange .v isitor he
arose and came forward .
"Oh," said the man, "I've found you at b st,
have I? You rre the fol!er what they are a' callin' Chai·lie, the Corn King. He, he, he!"
"You could have found me at first if you had
come here," replied Charley. "You are Mr.
Kornahrens's old friend .from - - village. I
don't know that I ever knew your name,:'
(To be contwued.) j
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INTEllESTING RADIO NEWS AND HINTS
SOLDERING COPPER AND BRASS
For all electrical work, where copper and brass
are to be soldered, nly rosin shquld be used.
Most pastes or liqui s will corrode the metals,
and it is a difficult job to get all the paste off
after a joint is made.
A -REFLEX WHISTLE
,
If the •crystal is dead or out of adjustment it
will be quite difficult to make a Neutrefl.ex work
properly. This part of the equipment is one of
its most important features. Usually a sure sign
is that the vacuum tube oscillates causing whistles
in the head receivers or loud speakers.
WHY YOU GET POOR RECEPTION
Loss of energy in a radio instrument is generally caused by leakage, resistance, or absorption. Leakage may result from poor insulating
material, resistance from a poor contact; absorption usually takes place in the insulating material.
A low-loss instrument conserves energy.
BROKEN HEAD PHONES
A broken wire in either the head receiver or in
an audio transformer will make either instrument
absolutely wbrthless, and it is a hopeless task to
try to fix them. Both instruments have many
miles of ·wire on them, and you will never be able
to get the wire back on in the way it came off.
WHEN YOUR AERIAL SWINGS
Because swinging aerials have a tendency to
change incoming signals and wave lengtbs, it is
well to remember that when erecting aerials a
strongly built one will be free from vibration,
and is to a very great extent much more effective than one which is loosely put up and which
will swing with ev,ery puff of wind.
NEVER USE THREE STAGES OF RADIO
The third stage of radio frequency is a thing
to avoid unless you have plenty of time to spend
in experimental work. The amplification is so
tremendous between the detector and the second
stage that the addition of their third stage usually gives nothing but a gigantic howl. It is true
that some builders have succeeded in adding this
tube, but in nine cases out of ten all of the ad'ditional work has gone for not:qing.
TRQ,UBLE HUNTI?iG
If your transformer don't work the last part
of the amplifier circuit is not functioning. Look
for a spring in the jack of the last ttibe, which is
undoubtedly not making contact. The primary
or secondary of the last transformer may be
burned out, but it is more likely that the trouble
will be located in the jack. Take the ti·ansformer
you now have on the last stage anl:l try it on the
fo·st stage to see if it is defective.

STANDARDIZATION OF B :BATTERIES
The Battery Standard Committee of the radio
section of the Associated Manufacturers of Elec~!
trical Supplies, under the direction of the committee chairman, C. E. Furness, is now engaged
in standardization or simplification work that is
destined to have important consequences in the
development of the art. The committee is classifying B batteries with · a view to fixing standard
sizes and dimensions. This will enable manufacturers of self-contained sets to build standard
sized conipartments, so that the user of the set
may install whatever make of battery he phefers.
Vertical batteries are apparently favored for universal use in self-contained sets. The committee,
therefo~ is fixing standard locations for terminals nn batteries of this type. When this ia
accomplished, the manufacturer can cut his wires
to the exact length needed, so that the battery
cannot be wired to the wrong polarity.
WATER- AND STEAM-PIPE GROUNDS
There is a very decided difference in the relative efficiency of a water-pipe ground and .a
steam-pipe ground. Both connections terminate
in the ground, but the conductors themselves varv
in resistance. The variation in resistance is due
to the joints and connections in the pipe-line.
Corrosion between the joints and the use of paint
or white lead. on the th1·eads before the joints
· .are screwed together, all tend to increase the resistance of steam-pipe lines to a greater extent
than the water-pipe lines. It has been found
by actual experimentation that a steam-pipe line
will have from 4 to 13 ohms more direct-current
resistance than a .cold-water pipe system, and this
resistance value is still further increased when
high-frequency· radio currents are dealt with.
AUDIO TRANSFORMER TROUBLES
Many are the troubles that have resulted from
improperlv connected primaries and secondaries
of audio-frequency transfo1niers. It has been
computed that the average percentage of decrease
in receiver efficiency for improperly connected
connected transfonners is about 70 per cent. The
iron core is wrapped with insulating material
upon which is wound the primary; then more insulation, and on top of this, the secondary is
wound. The outside or top lead of the secondary
coil should be connected to the grid of one tube,
while the outside of the primary is connected to
the plate of the preceding tube. Most manufacturers mark the posts of their transformers so
the user may avoid wrong connections. Any alternating energy fl.owing through the primary
must be transformed· or induced into the secondary at its maximum efficiency for be:;it results.
The purpose of the audio-frequency transformer
is to provide voltage amplification. The high
potential or high voltage end of each winding is
at the top or outside leads. Therefore, if the connectiDg leads to either coil be reversed, the high
_,Potential which should be few to the grid will be
passed to the filament side of the tube, resulting
in a drop in amplification.
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GOOD READING
'
DIVER'S SAFE FALL
, Harry Wr_ight, twenty-e!ght, building cleaner,
:fell five stories from the side of a Chicago skyscraper when he lost his balance but landed on
h is feet and suffered no worse injuries than two
br oke;1 ankles and a dislocated right arm. Write
explamed that he was a champion diver when he
was in the navy and when he fell he was able to
balance hiIJ1self in such a way that he "landed
right side up ."

TREMENDOUS DEATH RATE

It is estimated that 35,000,000 people die

througho~t the world annually, and that 70,000.000 are sick. In the United States there are about
1,500,000 deaths a year. Sanitary science has
demonstrated that at least one-quarter of these
deaths c~uld be postponed, and that 40 per cent.
of ~he sickness could be averted. The- leading
na~ions of the world are making a united effort to
~ise the standard of sanitation and to stamp out
,
disE,ase.
THANKSGIVING
Thanksgiving Day in the United States is an
annual festival of thanksgiving for the mercies
of the closing year. Practically it is a national
harvest festival, fixed by proclamation of the
President and the Governors of the States and
ranks as a legal holiday. In 1789 the Epi;copal
Churc~ formally r~cognized the civil government's
authority to appomt such a feast. 'The earliest
harvest thanksgiving in what is now the United
~tates was kept by the Pilgrims in Plymouth in
~621. Congress i:ecommended days of thanksgiving annually durmg the Revolution and in 1784
or the return of peace, as did President Madison
in 1815. Washington appointed _s uch a day in
1789, after the adoption of the Constitution, and
in 1795 for the general benefits and welfare of
the nation. Since 1817 the festival was observed
in New York, and since 1863 the Presidents have
i ssued proclamations appointing the last Thursday in November as Thanksgiving Day.

ployed in any city was at Bellevue in 1869, under
the direction of O'olonel Edward B. Dalton, who
had been an army surgeon during the Civil War.
It was he who first conceived the idea of applying
to civil li'fe the methods of transporting the sick
and wounded develop.ed during the war.
A LAW WITHOUT PRESiDENT'S SIGNATURE ,, ·
Article 1, Section 7, Paragraph 2 of the Constitution of the United States is as follows :
· "Every bill which shall have .passed the House
of Repxesentatives and the Sep.ate shall, before it
becomes a law, be presented to the President of
~he United States; if he appxoves he shall sign
it, but if he shall return it, with , his objections,
to the House in which it shall have originated,
who shall enter the objections at large on their
journal, and proceed to reconsider it. If after
the reconsideration two-thirds of the House shall
agree to pass the bill, it shall be sent, together
with the objections, to the other House, by which
it shall likewise be reconsidered; and if approved
by two-thirds of the House shall become a law.
But in all such cases the votes of both Houses
shall be determined by yeas and nays, and the
names of the persons voting for and against the
bill shall be entered on the journal of each House
respectively. •If any bill shall not be returned
by the Presi~ent within 10 days (Sund,..y except€d) after it shaU have been presented to him, the
same shall be a law in like manner as if he had
signed it, . \lnless Congress by their adjournment
prevent its return, in which case it shall not become a law."

"Mystery Magazine"
Semi-Monthly

16 Cents a Copy

MIXED MOTIVES.J.. by Eric Howard
167 S OUT_H_WEST O.11· THE LAW, • by
Cra1g1e.
168 Tl!wa~lODWINKEJRS, . by George
161:1

Hamilton
Bronson-

·
1611 WALLED IN, IJ:)' Frank Bllghton
170 THE DARK CURTAIN, b:v M M Oblinger
171 THE LI'l.'TLEJ MAN TRAPPER, by Grover Kidwel1.

GRAY GLOVES
DOG AND CAT AMBULANCE
Th~ first ambulance service of its kind in the
world has been inaugurated by the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
N ew York; which is now prepared to send fo;
sick and injured dog!, and cats, treat them at
the society's hospital, Avenue A and Twentyfourth street, and return them to their homes
when cured.
In designing the new motor ambulance the curious fact came to 1ight that ambulances for animals antedated those for h uman patients by two
years. In 1867, one year after the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
was founded, an ambulance was built and pu t
in servi ce for t aking disabled horses from the
street s. The first civilian• ambulance ever em-
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setting aSlde of these five monuments brings the
total number to thirty-five. Although it was the
impression of the Army Informat~oi:i Service that ·
a civilian bureau would now adtmmster the care
of the statue, supervision of national monume_nts
is divided among the Department of the Inter10r,
the Department of Agriculture and the War De-~
partment, and the President's proclamation did
not designate which would have control.
Mr. Coolidge's proclamation was based on an
act of Congress of 1906. The statue is on Fort
Wood, at present garrisoned by Company A of the
Sixteenth Infantry. There also is located there
the army radio base net for the handling of all
army wireless in the Second Corps Area. So far
as the local military authorities know, there is
no intention to end the military uses of the reservation.

LAUGHS
FROM ALL POINTS
CONCRETE TREES
Not wishing to mar the natural scenery of
Woodland Park in Seattle, Wash., by ordinary
chimneys for the camp stoves, the Park Board
solved the problem by the erection of concrete
imitations of trees. Sections of the bark were
used to make plaster molds, into which the concrete was poured. The result was treelike chimneys twenty feet high, tall enough to mingle with
the foliage. The color of the concrete was varied
so as to match the dark brown of fir and cedar.

Gerald-As it is to be a secret engagement it
would not be wise for me to give you a ring at
present. Geraldine-Oh, but I could wear it on
the wrong hand.
He looked at the • porcupine thoughtfully for
quite a_ long time. "I wish I had that," he remarked at last. "What would you do with it?"
his father asked. "Take it to school." he answered, promptly. "It would be a whole lot better than a bent pin, and I never did like our
teacher, anyway."

Chicago Official-I have proof that you saw a
A NOVEL TIMEPIECE
man on the streets after one o'clock, and neglectThere is in Paris a timepiece that stands al- ed to questitn him. Policeman-No, but I folmost twelve feet high and is compo&-ed entirely of lowed him, saw him enter a house, and five
bicycles or their component parts. The frame- minutes after heard a sh"rill female voice giving
work is a huge bicycle wheel, around which are him Hail Columbia for being out so late, and so
arranged twelve ordinary sized wheels, all fitted I know he was a respectable citizen.
with pneumatic tires. A rim within the large
. Editor--You say that Miss Fritz Smith is "as
wheel bears the figures for the hours, the figures
themselves being constructed of crank rods. The handsome as a picture." Why, a homelier girlhands are made of steel tubing, which is used for Reporter-Her father has just made $7,000,000
the framework of bicycles. The minute strokes in coal. Editor-Is that so? Then give her a
on the dial are small nickel-plated spokes. The paragraph; describe her parisian costume; say
top of the clock is an arrangement of twelve she was the belle of the occasion. I had lost
handle-bars. The clock strikes the hours and the track of her father.
quarters, bicycle bells, of course, making the
"I give you my word, the next person who inchimes. The pendulum is made of a bicycle wheel
and the pendulum rod of various parts of a bi- terrupts the proceedings," said the judge sternly,
cycle frame. It is said that the clock, besides be- "will be expelled from the court-room and ordered
·home. "Hooray!" cried the prisoner. Then the
ing a curiosity, is an exceHent timepiece.
judge pondered.
LIBERTY

STATUE MADE A NATIONAL
MONUMENT
..., The Stature of Liberty on Bedlow's Island is
nt!lw a national monument, and its eleven-pointed,
tan '3haped base is a national pa1-k. Announcemenl, of the new status was made recently by the
Arlll\Y Information Service on the basis of a proclamation issued neal'ly a month ago by President
Coolidge.
The Presidential proclamation also designates
as national monuments Castle Pinckney, on Shutes
Folly Island, in the Cooper River, a mile from
Charleston, S. C.; Fort Pulaski, Ga.; Fort Marion,
St. Augustine, Fla., and Fort Matanza~. Fla. The

An American took an Englishman to a theatre.
An actor in the farce, about to die, exclaimed:
"Please, dear wife, don't bury me in Yonkers!"
The Englsihman turned to his friend and said:
"I say, old chap, what are yonkers ?"
"I wouldn't drink out of that cup," said little
Johnnie to the well-dressed young stranger,
"that's Bessie's cup, and she's very particular
who drinks out of it." "Ah," said the young
man as he drank the cup dry. "I feel honored
to drink out of Bessie's cup. Bessie is your
sister, isn't she?" "Not much! Bessie is my
ckg."
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FROM EVERYWHERE
TOBACCO EIGHTY YEARS
-TheUSING
constant use of tobacco, both chewing

and
· smoking, was hailed as a means to longevity by
John Chase, eighty-nine, when he celebrated his
birthday in Galesburg, Ill. He had smoked since
he was nine, he said, and allowed that back in
Putnam· County, where he was born, "all the little
boys and !;irls with whom I went to school in the
country ·smoked and chewed."
KILLS COLLEGE STUDENT HE THINKS IS
BURGLAR
.
Charles Sitler, 19 years old, college student and
son of Daniel W. Sitler, a well-known lawyer of
Mauch Chunk, Pa., was fataH.y shot by Daniel
McGinley, night policeman of Mauch Chunk, when
j:i.e was found by the officer in an areaway between a store and a library building.
According to McGinley, he found the young
..nnan in the areaway at 2 A. M., and, not recognizing him, oTdeTed him out of the place. The response was a shot from a pistol, the officer returning the fire. The young man ran and fii-ed
again. In the exchange of shots a bullet penetl'ated Sitler's lung and he· fell. He died in a
hospital.
The Sitler family is prostrated by the tragedy.
No explanation has been given for the young
man's presence in the areaway. He bore a good
1·eputation in the town.
U. S. BUYS PALACE FOR LEGATION AT
PRAGUE
"Tribuna" 1·eports that the Schoenborn Palace,
in which the American Legation is quartered, has
· been bought by the American government from
Richard Crane, American Minister to CzechoSlovakia under President Wilson.
The palace is one of the oldest and most beautiful buildings of Prague, · dating from the sixt eenth century. Its former owner, Count Schoenborn, died a few months ago. The palace is noted
for its magnificent garden, situated at the foot of
the renowned Kinsky Garden, and offers a magnificent view of the whole of Prague.
_
Negotiations for the sale of the Schoenborn
castle to the American government have been
going on for some time, ·but purchase had been
o.elayed owing to the question of payment of
taxes, which, however, probably will be remitted
by the Czecho-Slovakian gove~ment.
ANCIENTS MYSTIFIED BY STENOGRAPHERS
T)le ancients ,a ppear to have regarded their
shorthand writers as possessed of a faculty closely
akin to magic. Ausonius, a poet of the fourth
century, addressing a shorthand writer says:
"Your h'and, of which the movement is hardly
perceptible, flies over the waxy surface; and
thoue:h my tongue runs over long phrases, you

fix my ideas on your tablets long before they
are worded. I wish I could think as rapidly as
you write! 'I: * * Who has revealed to you what
I was meditating? How many thefts does your
hand make in my soul?"
There is no evidence to show that the speed of
ancient shorthand writers was a~ all comparable
with that of our own day. They wrote upon waxed
tablets, and ho specimen of their art appears to
have been preserved. For centuries there was no
shorthand in the world.
It was not received until 1588, when Dr. Timothy Bright, a Yorkshire parson, published a '
book, "Characterie; an Arte of Shorte, Swifte and
Secrete Writing by Character." This system was
simply a collection of arbitrary signs for a large
number of common words; there was no attempt
to provide a shorthand alphabet.

LOOK, BOYS! ' '

TRAPEZEE
The Acrobatic Wonder Toy
ALMOST HUMAN IN ITS
ACTIONS!

It consists of a handsome parallel
iron frame on which the little yellow
man accurately performs like an athlete.
Five Different StuntsTHE FLYING TRAPEZE - Release the
trigger-pin and the figure swings forward, gripping the brass trnpeze-bar,
turns a somersault in the air and catches
a cross-bar by his heels.
THROUGH THE LOOP -A swift swing
and he goes through a wire loop, makes
a turn and, catching by his heels, swings
head downward from a bar.
THE GIANT SWING - He goes forward
with a rush, rele_a ses the trapeze, catches
a horizontal-bar with his heels, makes
two swift somersaults in the air and
catches ·by his heels again.
He performs two more horizontal-bar
acts with the grace and agility of a circus star, and many new ones can be invented.
·
·
The Most Wonderful Toy in
the World!

PRICE

$1.00

The coHapsible stand and the little manikin are neatly packed in a handsome box.
Delivered anywhere in the United States on
receipt of price. Address
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
166 W. 23d St., New York City, N. Y,
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ARTICLES OF INTEREST
HAIR .MADE TO RING BELL
The fact that human hair stretches under moisture nas been applied by the United ·States Lighthouse Service in the operation of the newest form
of electric fog bell,_ which is made to ring automatically when the atmosphere reaches a certain
degree of dampness.
'
A strand of several hundred hairs is stretched
between two supports, and on the strand is a link.
As the air gets moist, as in a fog, the hair
stretches, the link i s "lowered and makes an electrical contact which starts a half-horse power
motor. This operates the fog-bell striker.
As the fog disappears the strand of hair tightens, the link is raised and the fog-bell stops.
SINKS DEEPEST GAS WELL
· After drilling for thirty months, engineers in
charge of a test well at Longbridge, near Latrobe Pa., struck gas at a depth of 7,428 feet, the
deep'est, well in the world. The gas is flowing at
the rate of 500,000 cubic feet a day. The engi'neers
brought in a producer in the Oriskan sand at 6,822 feet in the same region several years ago. At
that time the Oriskan sand wa s the deepest ever
reached by a dr ill.
Work on the 7,428-foot well was started in 1922.
At 7,000 feet the drill struck an exceptionally hard
sand. Later the gas came in with such a rush
that the drilling cable broke, dropping · the drill
to the bottom. An effort is being made to fish out
the tools. The gas possesses a strong odor, ..Jike
that of hydrogen sulphide, according to the engineers. The total cost of sinking the well was estimated at $200,000.

that are still to be seen there, and for the dish
called "pates de foie gras," which the geese supply. But Vilna in Russia i:tas the strangest story.
of all to tell about geese, for Vilna raises a
great many geese for market, and it is the custom to drive them to Warsaw, many miles away.
So, to make the geese more comfortable on t heir
long journey, the farmers give them sboes.
· It would be difficult to guess how these shoes
are put on the geese with their funny three-cornered feet. Do the shoes have fingers and
thumbs like mittens? Are they all in one piece
like Western shoes? Are they sandals with a
strap over the big toe? No, they are shoes made
to fit the feet of the geese exactly, and the funny
part of it is that the goose makes his own shoes.
The farmer only nelps.
.
First the farmer gets a barrel of tar, soft and
sticky, and spreads it out over the ground in a
small inclosure, right next to another, where the
ground is covered with fine sand. Then he drives
the geese through the tar and into the sand. Th
tar covers the feet comfortably without pinch. ing anywhere, and the sand sticks to it. Presently it all becomes hard together, and the sand
and tar boots are ready to go to Warsaw.

COP FQLLOWS TWO INTO DARK CELLAR
Delving like a mole in the darkness, Policeman Jerry Marino of the Old Slip station wormed
his way through a three foot street ventilator at
38 Fulton street in search of two supposed
bandits lurking somewhere ahead of him in the
LACE GROWS ON TREES
gloom. Jerry became involved in a maze of steam
Lace grows on trees on the Isthmus of Pana- and water pipes, sustaining cuts and bruises rema, and the trees grow wild in the swamps. Cap- quiring the attention of ·a hospital surgeon later, -(_
tain L. W. Richards of the steamship No,,-walk. but finally managed, revolver in hand, to get into 1
· brought a fine sample, not merely as a cu_r~osity, the cellar. ·There for several tense minutes the~
but to induce tests as to the probable ut1hty of intrepid policeman played a silent gl).me of watchthe plant or tree in this section.
ful waiting with the fugitives, expecting each
· When the ba1·k of the limbs is stripped there moment to have a shot fired / at him frotn the
are rolls of a filmy substance, of a texture very darkness.
.
much like mosquito netting. The size of these layF'inally his flashlight picked out one of the men,
• ers increases with the size of the tree, the largest whose head protruded from behind a big wooden
being about a foot in diamete1·. This fabric is box. The man made a dash up the cellar
stairs
strong and can be sewn without t earing. The'Ila-. a nd got away by reaching the second floor
of
t ives u se the stuff in making g arments.
a n adjoining building and stepping out on the
·ca ptain Richards believes that by cultization elevated railway
which skirts the buildthe t ree may become ver y v_aluable, and if the lace ing within easy structure
st epping distance.
layers cannot be enlarged some process ma y be
Undaunted, Marino continued. his quest in ·the
perfected by whi ch they can be j oined _into a f abric which will make the finest mosquito bai· and stygian gloom fo r the second man, whom he
finally found crouching in a corner of the cellar.
may even ser ve fo r summer r aiment. •
T aken t o the , Old Slip station this man gave his ..,.
name a s Emil La Rosa. He had no explanation
t o m ake of his ·reason for entering the building,
·GEESE THAT WEAR SHOE S
Cer tain cities of Europe have been at one time which houses several jewelry concerns.
"I saw the two crawl down the ventilator while
or another famou s for an odd reason, and tha t is
for their geese, though there were other reasons I was ·on post," Marino told the lieutenant in
charge, "and so I followed them, figuring I could
for their fame.
Rome according to an old story, was once probably shoot as fast as they could if it came
saved by geese that cackled when invaders were to a showdown."
La Rosa was locked up on a charge of atclimbing over the wall. The city of Strasburg is
known all over the wopJrl for the flocks of geese tempted burgla1·y.
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There are lots of "Jims" in the world-in
stpres, factories, offices, everywhere. Are you
one of them? W ak:e up! Every time you see
an I. C. S. coupon your chance is staring you
in the face. Don't turn it down.
Right now more than 180,000 men a·re
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Guaranteed 'l'lme Keeper. Given f or selling only
30 cards of Dress Snap-Fas•
t e ners at 10c p er card. Easily
EARN BIG MONEY
Sold.
OR PREMIU MS. Order your
c ards '1'0-DAY. Send no mone~.
We trust you till goods are aold,
AMERICAN SPECIALTY CO.
Lancaater, Pa.
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$ ~OLD

MONEl1' WANTED--- $

$2 to $500 EACH paid for hu nd reds ot old
coins. Keep ALL Old or odd money, it may
be VERY va luable. Send 10 cts. for ILLUS·
TRATED COIN VALUE BOO K , 4x6. Ge l'
Posted. We pay CASH.
CLARKE COIN CO., 4v• 13. LeBo:r. N. Y.

Why Don't You
, Reduce?
Aren't you tired of being called fat? Aren't you
tired of being made fun of, tired of being unable

to do the things that slender people do7

Then here is wbat you are looking _for-a simple,
pleasant. method of reducing - Marmo/a , Pr••
Just take one of these tablets
after each mea) and at bedtime and almost immediately your fat will begin to disappear. In II short
time you will be ae slender as you want to be.
Don't endanger your
heajth by staying fat. Go
to your druggist and ask for
a box of Marmo/a Pre•
&cription Tableta.

•cription Tablet•• or, if

you prefer, send one dollar
to the Marmola Co., 1879
General Motors Bldg., Detroit. Mich., and a box will
be sent postpaid. Then
. try them. See how quickly ·
they make you
slender-without tiresome exercises or starva•

tion diets. Eat
anything you
want. Marmola
Tablets will
make :vou slen•
derl Get your
box and start
today.
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- - LATEST ISl!IUJl:S - Young Wild W est' s Warning: or, The Secret Bnnd
of the Guieb.
" Clenn Sweep: or, The Reformation of Reckless
Camp.
" nnd the Hoodoo Claim; or, A'rletta and the Keg
of Nuggets.
" nncl " Cinnamon Hank"; or, The Grudge of the
Glln Giant.
.
" Serlmm r J?p wltb Sioux: or, Arletta nnd the
RPnega<1e.
" R " clni;: the Cowboys; or, Saving a Doomed
Ranch .
·
" BIJ?l!'. <'~t Panout ; or, .Arletta and the Lost ProspPr t nr~.
" S•v'n l? a IJuudrP/1 'l'housand; or, The Shot That
Rt opped thP Train.
" Fall :Round Up : or, Arletta and tbp Rustler•.
" Over thP Rio Grande: or. The Hunt tor tbe
Stolen Stock.
" an/I the Red skin Spy; or, .Arletta's Clever
Decoy.
" Gunning tor Gold: or, Outwitting the Mine
Plotters.
" Forcr/1 ti, Fight; or, How .Arletta Bossed the
Gulch .
" ond thP F:ngllsb Earl; or, The Search tor a
Mls sin i, Mon .
•
" an<l the Tndian Agent: or, Arletta Shooting tor
H er Life.
" La ~so Dn el : or. Th P Picni c. ot Drv Bottom .
" and the U. S. Marsbal1; or, Arletta as a Detective
.
" Stopping a Fl ood: or, Raving a Doomed Cnmp.
" and the Mall Coach: or, Arletta nnd the Lndy
In Blue.
·
" and the Mystic Dozen; or, The Scourge or Red
Rock Poss.
" H<'lplng the 0tb Cavalry; or, .Arletta as a
Sbnrpshooter .
" ancl th P Miner's "Kid"; or, Fighting tor a
Golil Clnlm.
" nnrl th e Redskin Rustlers: or, Arletta Raving
the Cattle.
" Fll?ht on thP Mes a: or, Snrrouncl eil hy Greasers.
" LE"nillng n Raid; or, Arletta and the Bars or
Gold .
" at Y"nkee Camp; or, A Fourth of Jul y on the
Bord er .
" Corn Pred by Apaches; or, Arletta and the
Polqoned Arrow.
" and "Tnnocent Ike''; or, Trapping a Tricky
RuRtler.
" Prillrl f' Pnrsult: or. .Arlet t a a C'nptlve.
" ancl the Texas Cowboys: or, The Scl'lmmage
with the Sheepmen.
" Wnshlng Out Gold; or, Arletta's Lucky Dls•
covery.
" Mexican Mlxup; or. The Sllvf'r Mine ntsnute.
" at tb e Widow's Claim; or, Arl etta's Brnve De•

11!57 "
1158 "
1150

"

a1~nt~;, Range Boss: or. Crooked Work at the
Slef'PY J .
Cn1111:bt by Savages: or, .Arletta's Daring
Rescue.
and the Mexican Dead shot: or, The Shooting
Match On the Border.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to nny ad•
dress on receipt or price, Sc. per copy, In money
or postage stamps by

BARRY E. WOLFP', Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York Citr

ISCl:NARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE mEM

Price SIi Centi Per Cop:,'
This hook contains all the most recept changes

In the method or construtlon and submission of
scenarios. Sixty Lessons, coTerlng eTery pbaae of
acenarlo writing. For sale bT all Newsde11lers and
Bookstores. It you eannot procure 11 <!OP7, send n1
the price, 35 cents, In money or postage • tamps, an•
we will mall you one, po1t11ee free. A~dreea,
L. lienarena, HU leTeath A••·• New Yuk, N. T.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contala
Valuable Information on Almoat
Every Subject.
No. 17. ROW TO DRESS.-Contaln!ng ruu tn1tructton In the art of dressing and appearlnir well at home
and ahrond . glvi,11? th1- SPlectlons of colors, material,
and how to have f11em made up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEA.UTIFUL.-One of th
brightest noel most valunblc little books ever elven to
the world. Everybody wishes to know bow to become
beautiful . both male ·and female. The secret Is simple,
11nil alm ost costless.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN A~ El' ENINO
PARTY.-A complete compendlmu or games, sports,
card diversions., comic recitations, etc., suitable tor par.
lor or drawln1?-room entertainment. It contains more
for the money than anv book published.
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SJGHT.-Heller's sec•
oncl ~1 .i ,ht Pxnln1ned by tils former assistant. Fred Hunt,
Jr. F,xplalnlng bow the sPcret dialogues were carried
on hetwPen thP mnl!,'lcl• n nn/1 the boy on the stage: aJso
glv1nl!,' nll thP rodes an/I ~lgnals.
No. 2S. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Thl1 little
book gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, to•
gt'ther with lucky and unlucky days.
No. 28.

HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one II

desirous or knowing what hls future lite will brine forth,
whether happiness or mlsPrY, wealth or poverty. You
can tell hy a glance at tbl• little book. Buy one and be
.,on vi need.
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INY~NTOR.-Every
boy should know how Inventions originated. This book
explains them nll , giving exampleR In electricity, hY•.'
draullcs, • magnetism. optics. pneumatics. mechanics, etc.
No. so. HOW TO COOK.- One of the most instructive •
books on cooking evPT puhll~bed. It contains recipes
for cooking ments; fish, gam e, and oysters: also pte11,
puddings, cnkes and all kinds or pastry, and a ,rrand
coll ection of recipes.
•
No. S7. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.- It contains Information for everybody, boys. girls, men and women: It will
tench you how to make nlmost everything around the
h ouse, such as parlor ornamPnts. hracketR. cPments,
APollal'l barns. and hlril lime fot .-atchlni, bird~.
No. 88. HOW TO BECO;\IB YOUR OWN DOCTOR.A wonderful book, containing useful nncl practical In•
formation In the treatment of ordinary disea ses and all•
ments common to every fnmlly . Abounding In useful
and elfectlve recipes for general complaints.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE A.ND SET TRA.PS.-lncludlng hints on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rate,
f1~~!r~:l:lud birds. Also bow to cure skins. Copiously
No. U. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'!'J
JOKE BOOK .....Contalnlng a great variety of the latest

jokes used by the most famous end men. No amateur
minstrel ts cqmplete without this wonderful l!ttlp book.
No.

42.

THE

BOYS

OF

NEW

YORK

STUMP

SPEAKER.- Contalnlng a varied assortment or stn~
speeches, Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end men 11
jokes. Just the thing for home amusement and amateur
shows.
No. 45.

THE BOYS OF NEW YORK llllNSTREL

GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Sometblng new and vuy
Instructive. Every boy should obtain this book, as It
contains full Instructions for organizing amateur minstrel troupes.
.
No. 112. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Glvlng the rules
nnd full directions t or p!aylng Euchre. Cribbage, Casino,
Forty-Five, Ronnce, Pedro Snneho, Draw Poker, Auc•
tlon Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of
cards.
No. 113. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful
little book, telling you bow to write to your sweetheart,
your father, mother, sister, brother, employer: and, In
tact, everybody and anybody you wish to write to.
No. Gt. HOW TO KEEP A.ND !llA.NA.GE PETS.Giving complete Information as t o the manner and
method of raising, keeping, taming, breeding, and man•glng all kinds of pets: al Ao giving run Instructions for
making cages, etc.
Fullr explained by twenty-eight
lllustratlons.
For 181e by all newsdealera, or wm oe sent to UJ'
addreaa on receipt of price, 10c. per COPJ',
In money or 1tamp1, by

BARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York Cit1
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BRITISH
HONDURAS
British Hondu1·as, a B1·itish
Crown colony on
the
Caribbean
Sea, is in Central
JA_merica, south of
Yucatan and 660
miles west of the
British West In- dian island of
Jamaica, Belize,
its capital, is the ;A,a,.
fona,ci....,cijlVe-,pipe, ch•win• or-wff
most convenient ......teed. Hannie•- Complete treatmeat 90Dl
-trial. Co.ta 11.00 ii it.,..,..._ Nothia,r if it failo.
shipping port for
Sl,JPERB CO. M-21, Baltimore, Md.
Yucatan and a
portion of Guatamala. The area
of British Hon,
ten.Tells the provocation tlut led
vp to the most daring gun fight on
duras i's 7,592
recocd where they shoot.f,heJudge
square m i I e s ,
Sheriff, States attorney, )II Jurors,
and 8 others in the Hillsville Court
with a population
Room, All crimes have a woman
,Of a little more
back of it, and BOYS. this one is
worth
reading. Lar~e bound book
than 45,000 at
- in plain w..._pper for TEN Cents.
the last census. ROYAL BOOK CO. Dept334S0.
Norwalk. Cqoq.
The country has
·'
large areas of
fertile land, but
from an agricul1
BUYS COMPLETE COURSE, includtural point of
ing · 40 Clever Cartoon Stunts, "How
view it is entirely
to Give a Performance," "How .to
undeveloped, alOriginate Ideas." Samples 15c. Modern Cartoon Service, Dept. W. 296
though sugar, baBergen St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
nana_s, cocoanuts
and a variety of
o t h e r tropical
p r o d u c t s are
•
grown. The chief
industry at pres:).. ent is lumbering,
Wonderful, new device, guides yoar hand corrects
e o n s i d e r a ble
YODI' W?iting in few day11_. Big improvemen\ fn three
houn~
Nofallures. Colnplete outline FREE.
quantities of maWrite C. J. Ozment, Dept. 39
St. Louia, Mo.
hogany,
fustic,
bu!Jetwood, ironwood,
rosewood
and other tropical trees being
cut
annually.
Near the coast
the' country is low
and
in
many
parts
swampy,
but further inland the elevation
increases
and
there are large
areas of open and
undulating grass-·
lands as well as
~xtensive forests.
There a1·e large
aereas of fertile
land _ suitable for
the growth of all
kinds of tropical
fruits.

TOBACCO

-Habit Cured or No Pay
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GOITRE Pa~:on

If Ruptur ed
Trf This Free
or

Apply it to Any Rupture, Old Recent.
Large or Small, and You are on.
tile Road That Has Con'rinced Thousands.

•
Sent Free to Prove This
Anyon~ ruptured, man, woman or child
should write at once to W. S. Rice 10-D
Main llt., Adams, N. Y., tor a free trial ut
his wondertuJ stimulatln&' application. Just
put it on tha rupture and the muscles beirln
to tighten; they begin to bind together so
that the opening closes nat11rally and the
need of a support or truss or appliance is
then done away with. Don't neglect to send
for thls free trial. Elven if your rupture
doesn't bother you what Is the use of wearing supJorts all your life? Why suffer this
nuisance? Why run the risk of gangrene and
such dangers from a email and innocent little rupture, the kind that has thrown th!>U•
sands on ·the operating table? A hOst ot me11
and women are dally rwnnlng such risk ju1t
because their ruptures do not hurt nor prevent them from getting around. Write at
once for this "free trial, as It Is certainlv a
wonderful thing and has aided ln the cure
of ruptures that were as big as a man's two
tlsts. Try and write at once, using the coupon below.

Free tor Rapt.re
W. S. Rice, Inc.,
10-D Main St., Adams, N. Y.
. Yo• may send me entirely tree a
Sample Treatment of your stliaulattn,r
application tor Rupture,
Name ··•·••·••!•····••••~••••• ·•••••·•··•

Address .................. •·•••• ••••·•••• ••
State

.•

